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()NE DOLLAR A. YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTYiKENTUCKY,WRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1903
All the news that's fit to print
VOLUME XXVI, NO. 14
FINE 
n
FROM DAY TO DAY AssE
p tu
(Front Wednesday's Daily)
Mrs. Andrew J. Casey, wife of the
editor of the Independent, who has ONE OF THE INDICTMENTS
been seriously ill of grip, is much
better.
Am.
Invitations have been issued to
the marriage of Lewis P. Payne, of
this city, to Miss Lena Wood, of
Clarksville, which will occur March
10.
J. B. Walker has been appointed
assistant commissioner in charge of
the Kentucky agricultural and hor-
ticultural exhibits at the James-
town exposition and he will remain
at Jamestown during the entire fair.
His appointment comes from Com-
missioeer of Agriculture Hebert
Vreeland.
George H. Smith is perfecting ar-
rangements to bring the "Kitties"
band of Canada to Hopkinsville in
the near future.
Mayor Charles M. Meachazn and
W. ('. Macy, president of the Hop-
kinsville Traveling Men's associa-
tion, tind Ed C. Gray were elected
members of the Elks lodge last
night.* They will be initiated next
Tuesciny night.
_
L. Aubrey Tuggle has resigned his
position with T. M. Jones to go on
the road in the interest of the Wolfe
Brothers Shoe company, a large
wholesale house of Columbus, Ohio.
The position is a lucrative one and
Mr. Tuggle's territory will be the
state of Virginia. He is one of the
most potnilar young men in the city
AGAINST LEDFORD
HOPKINSVILLE BEST TOA THOUSAND MEN
AND PADUCAH ONE OF THE
WORST CITIES.
One Set of Witnesses Says Store Had Observation Qf Salvation Army Officer
Boisterous Scenes; Another That
It Was Quiet.
(From Thursday's Daily)
-Joe Ledford's trial on the charge
of maintaining a common nuisance
in his place of business at Pee Dee
occupied all of Tuesday. and Wed-
nesday in circuit court, the case Iro-
ing to the jury Wednesday after-
noon. They returned their verdict
this morning finding the defendant
guilty of the charge and • assessed a
fine of $50 against hint. This was
one of the seventeen Indictments re-
turned against Mr. Ledford by the
September grand jury, charging him
with various offenses, such as nuis-
ance, retailing liquor without li-
cense, selling liquor to minors, sell-
ing it on Sunday, etc.
A number of the most influential
people of that vicinity appeared is
witnesses. The prosecution • intro-
duced testimony to show that bois-
terous conduct, drunkenness, etc.,
were permitted at the Ledford store.
The defense introduced witnesses
who stated that so far as they knew
nothing of the kind ever occurred.
The prosecution was represeated by
Commonwealth's Attorney Smith
and Hanbery & Fowler. The de-
fense was represented by, C. H.
Bush and 0. H. Anderson. .
Today the case against Willie Fos-
Col. Will S. Heys claims he wrote •ter. wieo-is charged with having hid
"Dixie," the authorship of which is an  ax in a bundle of wheat which
e•enerally accredited to the late Dan was ted into the thresher of Riley &
Emmet, the old-time minstrel. The Carter last summer and which great-
Filson • club of Louisville has ap- ly damaged the machine, is being
heard today.





nates Otho H. Anderson, of this LOLLS-VH.4LP, Ky., iliarch
city. 'for clerk of the court of ap_ Judge Robbins announed today
that he would try the Calieb Powers. peals-on the next Republican ticket. f
ease either on the fourth 'Monday in
Says the Courier-Journal: "As May or the fourth Monday in July.an
_evidence of the widespread interest The attorneys will decide which
in the Courier-Journal beauty con- date is the more convenient.
test, the special contest inaugurated
by the Daily Kentucky New Era, of
Hopkinsville, s interesting. This is
the proper spirit to show when the
pride of Kentucky is aroused and
re reputation of the Kentucky wo-
-n for beauty is at stake."
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ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
Who Is Here In Interest Of Western
Kentucky Campaign.
A young woman, almost pretty
enough to enter the New Era's beau-
ty contest, and wearing the jacket
and poke bonnet of the Salvation
Army, is in the city in the interest
of the work of the army in Western
Kentucky.
The young officer came from Pa-
ducah, where a band of Salvation-
ists has been stationed, with a view
to ;arranging for an expedition to
H 01)k insville.
'She was surprised at the result c:f
her scouting trip.
"Hopkinsvill is not in teed of the
Salvation Army," she said to the
New Ern. "This is one of the best
ad most religious towns I ever saw.
The churches there are live and ac-
tive and the members actually seem
to. feel an intereit in the souls of the
neighbors and their friends,and they
don't stop there for their interest ex-
tends to the poor and outcasts.
"I assure you I have been aston-
ished and delighted to discover that
the various denominations in Hoe-
kinsville are making a sincere and
loving effert to save and aid the
very classes of people which the
Salvation Army does the most work
among, the lowest classes.
"Now, Paducah is a rich field for
our work. Paducah is one of the
worst towns, from a religious point
of view, in the state. Specially is
there need for work among its dregs
of humanity."
The young Salvationist is collect-
ing funds to aid in prosecuting the
army's campaign in Paducah, and
many citizens are contributing.
MINK
Everybody is becoming interested
in the New Era's Beauty contest,
and many pictures are being re-
ceived. A fine reproduction of one
photographs will appear in Satur-
day's New Era, and from time to
time pictures of our prettiest girls
•••••
Expert Tool Maker.
Through Foreman D. C. Carey,
the Forbes Manufacturing company
has secured the servicw of Mr.
Weaver, an expert tool maker from will be publishbd.
Marion. Ill. Don't forget that the New Era's
contest will close far enough in ad-
vance of the Courier Journal's to al-
low all pictures to be sent by us
there and considered in the award
to be made by that paper. Send your
pictures to the New Era and let-
them be considered here before be-
ing sent to Louisville.
Mules and Horses.
Wanted to buy good mules and hor-
ses from 4 to 12 years old will be at
C. 11. Layne's stable Monday, March
11th. R. B. BUCKLEY.
BACK TO THE WOODS
JACKSON, Ky., March 6.—
Special Judge William Carnes is-
sued an order in the circuit court at
Jackson transferring to Elliott
county the cases against James Har-
gis and others, charged with the
murder of Dr. D. B. Cox, although
the commonwealth entered vigorous
protest, and finally withdrew its mo-
tion for a change. Hargis' attorney
protested against a trial in Jackson,
after the order sending the case to
Elliott was entered, although but a
few minutes before he had insisted
on a trial in Hargis' home county.
Judge Carnes' connection with the
cases now ceases unless he should
again be appointed by Gov. Beck-
ham.
Elliott oounty is one of the most
remote of the secluded mountain dis-
tricts in Kentucky. The county
seat is Sandy Hook, with a total pop-
ulation of 148 souls and a money ord-
er postoffice. There is not a tele-
graph or railway line in the entire
county.
There is great chagrin among the
attorneys tor the commonwealth and
the anti-Hargis people because of
the change of venue granted by
Carnes and trouble is feared.
EVANGELIST BIRCH PREACHED
ON SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Another Great Congregation at Night.
—Large Offering For Missions at
The Christian Church.
Probably a thousand men heard
evangelist Birch's sernion, at the
tabernable yesterday afternoon, on,
"The Withered Hand." 'the speak-
er first asked every man present to
hold up his right hand and from
that be proceeded with his discourse
that in God's sight many of the
hands were withered. The text was
found in Matthew 12:13. He said
there was the hand withered by un-
belief, drink habit, gambling spirit,
swearing and immorality, and the
plea was "Stretc'a it Forth," that
the son of God may restore it whole.
A number of men responded to the
invitation to come forward and take
the evangelists hand thus signifying
a desire to be tetter men. He said.
"make it mean all you can men, and
may God bless it as a start in the
'Christian life."
The monster night meeting, fairly
testing the capacity of the auditor-
ium, was made possible by the hear-
ty co-eperation of the pastors of the
city whose congregations united in
the tabernacle meeting.
Dr. Wilson, of Clarksville, accom-
panied by Prof. Deadrick, S. W. P.
tr.. came over to play the piano and
ass'it in the music. Mr. Hebblen,
the moving picture man, an expert
trombone soloist and Mr.Kincannon
with a solo contributed to the pleas-
ure of the men's service. Mr. Birch
gave the Old Kentucky Home on his
cornet to the men and Nearer My
God to Thee at the night service.
Announcement was made for con-
titillation of the meetings in the
tabernacle concluding Wednesday
night, daily meetings at 2:30 anti
7:15.
Larger Mission Offered.
The offering for foreign missions
made yesterday at the Christian
ehureli is the largest ever made by
the church at this session. Only
one offering made at any season for
missions has exceeded it. That was
the offering not of the church as
such but of the Sunday school made
last June. The offering of the Sun-
day school at that time amounted to
$550 that of the church yesterday to
$525. It should be added that many
offerings of individuals always come
In after the day of the offering and
that these will doubtless make a
total equal to or greater than that of
last year's Sunday school offering.
Yesterday's offering brings the total
of gifts for missions made by the
church since Jan. 1st 1907 up to
about $900.
FEELING VERY GOOD
Clerks and carriers connected with
the Hopkinsville postoffice are re-
foicing over the new law adopted by
t le fifty-ninth congress provid-
iug for an increase in salaries:
The' salary section of the bill es-
tablishes six grades of clerks in first
and second claw; offices and carriers
in city delivery serviee with salaries
ranging from $600 to $1,200. Rail-
way mail clerks are divided into six
grades below that of chief clerk, sal-
aries in each grade being increased
$100, and ranging from $800 to $1,700.
The maximum salary of rural car-
riers is fixed at $900. All carriers
who on June 30, 1907, are. regularly
employed at $800 per annum are to
promoted to the fourth grade upon
satisfactory evidence of their effi-
ciency during at least one year's ser-
vice.
There are six rural carriers out of
Hopkinsville and these will receive
$900 a year, each. Each of the four
city carriers has his salary increas-
ed $150 a year,and there is a raise of





7.—(Special.)—Mr. Allie Miles, son
of Mr. J. A. Miles, of this place,and
Miss Lutie Stacy, of Lexington, will
be married March 28, at Morehead,
Ky. After a visit to Louisville they
will come to Bennettekrown where
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We Now: Have One of the
Best Display Rooms
in the State
Our business is growing every year and we expect
to make 1907 our banner year if reasonable prices and a
square deal to everybody is appreciated by the public




Shown in this end of the state. Come and see how our
new quarters look, price our goods and we think you
will help us make 1907 a record-breaker.
Ai YOST col,
farmers and trying to get' them to
set a price on their stock. Alrnoit
any kind of an old mule would bring
from $1.00 to $125, while mediumly
good stock would run up as high as
.$200.
Fine specimens, young, well brok-
en, clean limbed and sound bodied
mules though would bring fancy
prices sure enough these running
from $225 to even $300. This is the
highest price in the memory of any
of the present dealers, and they all
predict even higher figures than
these. A local raiser of mules held
a sale a few days age and sold fifty
head, most of which were young and
unbroken, and on these he realized
an average price of $125. The supply
seems to be far short of the demand.
While so much can be said of
mules the same is equally true of
horses. The man who owns a good
horse nowadays will not eek him
unless paid a handsome price and
any kind can be sold at figures which
a year or two ago would have been
considered high for the blooded
stock.
A number of men of this ,section
are now engaged in a regular busi-





























































MORE ACTIVE THAN AT ANY TIME
FOR YEARS.
Maud Brings Fancy Prices,and Horses
Are Also Coming Again Into
Their:Own.
At no time since the Spanish-
American war, has the price of mules
and horses been so high and the bus-
ness of trading in this stock so pro-
fitable and largely engaged in as
now.
These men take orders for these an-
imals, the, prospective purchaser
giving the points to)which the horse
or mule must measure up to and the
price he will: pay :for such. The
. broker then goes on a tearch,not for
this one alone but generally with a
nice lot of Omilar orders, and when
he finds stock that will fill\the bill •
he purchases it if he can and if not
continues the search until he is suc-
cessful. This search is not confined
to this section either, for only last.
week a broker of this kind of this
city traveled over a considerable
portion of Missouri looking for
horses .and mules to fill'his orders.
EU 3 AIR HURT
(From Wednesday's Daily)
George Blair, a valued employe of
the Home Telephone company, was
Monday, county court day, at- painfully injured this morning on
tracked a great crowd to the -city. Main street when he jumped from a
Mule and. horse buyers were here in I moter cycle.
large numbers mingling with the





Is like teaching any other study—
every teacher, perhaps, employs a
different met hod,bu t nearly all teach
the same basic principles.
In teaching Shorthand, we use the
Barnes' Manual, compiled by Mrs.
Arthur J. Barnes, of Barnes College,
the largest Commercial College in
St. Louis. The author presents only
the genuine Benn Pitman system,
but in the manner which her long
and successful career as teacher and
all-round reporter has shown her to
be the best. Our pupils; therefore,
get the benefit of her experience.
Our course of study is thorough and








WHO IS THE PRETTIEST WOMAN
IN CHRISTIAN COUNTY?
The Kentucky New Era has inaugurated a contest 
to determine who she is, and also to prove to the world that nowhere are there pret-
tier girls than right here at home. After an 
extensive and costly contest, the Chicago Tribune published the picture of a young lady of
that city and heralded her as the most beautiful 
woman in the United States. The Courier- Journal, of Louisville, at once took up the
gauntlet thus thrown down and a began a contest 
to select the prettiest woman in Kentucky. The New Era wants to assist in this work of
sustaining the state's reputation for producing 
the prettiest women in the world, but also wants to show that even in this state where beauti-
ful women abound, that nowhere are they 
prettier than in Christian county. To this end two cash prizes will be offered by this paper—$10
in gold to the prettiest and $5 in gold to the 
next— photographs to be submitted to a committee to be selected later. In addition to these
prizes all photographs submitted to the New Era 
will be forwarded to the Courier-Journal, and there conEide red in the selection of the
beauty to represent the state. This is no money 
miking scheme bit a conceit to uph )1d tht. claim; of the Grani Old Commonwealth to :the
beauty of its women. The name and address 
of the young lady shou!cl be written on the back of each photograph. No limit is placed on
number of photographs which may be entered and a
ny onc. may submit pictures.
•-•4-44-44+++++4. +++4+++•+++++++++++
ON MURDER CHARGE CONCRETE COMPANY
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION JUDGMENTS ARE STEADILY GOOD ADVICE IS GIVEN BY PRES-
ARE FILED.
R. E. Cooper, President, Rodman Batch of "True Bills" Returned by
Meacham, Gemara! Manager.and Grand Jury.—Other Legal Matters
G. H. Champlir,Secretary. Of Interest.
1 '
Commonwealth's Attorney Denny 
Articles of incorporation of the 
(From Friday's Daily) To the Tobacco Growers: A very
P. Smith, who is here attending cir- 
Meacham Construction company I 
George Diuguid and wife, colored, Important question is the acreage
cult court, has received a letter from 
hae been filed. The incorporators 
were tried yesterday in circuit court question. The organization, thr
ough
Prof. T. G. Roach, of Preston, Art- 
are R. E. Cooper, who is president; 
on an indictment returned at the it; representative officers,
 has the
zona, asking him to defend the writ- 
Rodman Y. Meacham, vice president Prec
eding term of court charging; power to make a rt du!tion in the
er in a murder trial, 
and general manager, and Green H. them with 
maintaining a nuisance acreage for 1907. Controlling pro-
The letter did not go into details 
Champlin, secretary and treasurer. in their
 restaurant located over _ &teflon is the keynote hi the s
ong
at All, but simply said that he could 
The capital stock is $10,000. The Tony 
Datillo's fruit store on the cor- ! of success in this movement. I 
feel
not get an attorney there to defend 
business of the company will be tha ner of 
Sixtn and Virginia streets, i that I cannot urge too strongly upon
his case for less than $500 cash, and 
construction of almost all kinds of The jury 
returned a verdict finding you the great importance of cur
tail-
as he did not have thatmuch money 
concrete work, railroads, bridges, them
 guilty and assessing a line of frig,* this year's tobacco production.
sewers, building, sidewalks and $20 again
st Diuguid and $10 'against 1 We find the total production in 1906
I
similar classes of work. The chief his wife-
was 685,000,000 pounds, which was
business will be concrete construe- This 
morning Judge Cook granted ? an increase of 45,000,000 pounds over
don in all its form. Mrs. Emm
a C. Clayton an absolutA3
L
The company absorbs and succeed divor
ce from her husband J. A. I 
the Meacham Engineering and Con-
struction Co.
at hand, he would have to defend
his own case unless he could get
some one from here. He stated that
he had been in prison there .since
November, but that the only evi-
dence against him was circumstan-
tial.
The Cadiz Record says:
"Mr. Roach is well remembered
here by most of our citizens as hay-
ing taught our public school about
1996, hut is a native of Fulton coun-
ty. He made many friends during
his stay among us by his gentleman-
ly conduct and refined manner. all
of whom will learn with much re-
fret of this t-ouble, and sincerely
rust that he may be able' to prove
his innocence of this grave charge. same community. Possesion will
"Prof. Roach was a graduate of begin immediately. Mr. P'Pool
the State college at Lexington, and hes sop all of his land now but has
has many friends throughout • the not yet decided, where he will locate.
entire state. After leaving here he
attended the law school at Ann Ar-
bor, Mich., from which he graduat-
ed and went west. He located at
El Pak), Tex., where he married.
His health failed him, and he was
compelled to abandon the practice
of law and moved to Arizona, where
he now has some mining interests. • hold of-it he fell down near the bog
which be0ame angered and turned
on him and inflieted a wound in his
forearm that required thirteen
stitches to be taken in dressing the
wound.
"His trial will be called in May,
and if Mr. Smith can arrange his
duties here so he can get away, he
expects to go to Preston to detend
Prof. Roach against this charge.
General Inspector C. C. Reynold,
of the Planters' Protective associa-
tion, has appointed T. D. Jameson,
of this city, one of his assistant in- 
has been visiting his brother and replied "The county attorney."
epectors says the Pembroke Jourr al. sister 
near here for several weeks, Judge Cook told him that he
This is a very responsible position 
left today for Paducah. After couldn't allow the county attorney
and Mr. Jameson's appointment will
meet the hearty approval of all to-
the production of 1905. We must
prevent a repetition or this increase
Clayton and also restored her to her this year at all hazards.. I
f we fail
to her former name of Mrs. Emma to prevent. an increase
 In acreage I
Lander foresee that we will ta
ke three
Williams, Dr. M. E. Croft and Dr.
Misses Bertha Burgett and Wood- C. A.Tutt,of Crofton, charging them
son Turner left last Sunday for
Bowling Green wher3 they entered
school. They are preparing them-
selves for teachers.
The indictment returned at the downward steps to t
he verge of fail-
last term of court against Dr. S. H. ure.
First, we will have an overpro-
duction which will be followed by
failure to sell all our holdingit at a
fair price, resulting in discontent
which will bring about the dissolu-
tion of the society. Consider this
with unlawfully giving prescript-
ions for liquor, were this morning
dismissed upon demurrers flied by
the defendants.
Mr. Jas. H. P'Vool near Bain- Joe Lenear and G. W. Wi
ggins, fact. The high price paid to dump-
bridge, sold his home place this Crofton saloon keepers, plead guilty
 era the past two years will probably
week to Mr. Norman Teasley of the to one charge each of 
selling liquor ,stimulate them to a greater effort
on Sunday and accepted a fine of $25 this year.
and costs in each case. second As business 
men, we must learn
charge against each man was (uis_ and profit by thi
s lesson that we
missed. must regulate the
 supply, keeping it
Robert Irvin, a colored man living 
The grand jury yesterday returned in proportion to the
. demand, if we
near Cerulean Springs happened to 
a batch of seven indictments, one may hop
e to maintain profitable
a peculiar and severe accident here 
of which was against, Dollie Scott prices an
d dispose Of all we produce.
Tuesday. Messrs Nab Bros. were 
charging her with malicious cutting Let me repe
at and burn into your
la 
in her attack and wounding of Bir-
shipping a load of hogs and a hog die Henslich on Durrett avenue a
that was somewhat wild got out of few days ago. This morning the de-
the stock pen. Irvin was ttying to fendent appeared in court and plead
catch tOe hog and in his effort to get guilty to the charge and accepted a
fine of $50 and costs. another in-
dictment returned was that against
Ed Lascow charging him with steal-
ing a horse from Sandy Brewer.
Will Jones, colored was _indicted
for breaking into a dwelling house
I and stealing therefrom. He was
Mrs. Sue Hicks, who has been on prasented in court this morning and
the sick list for several days is able when Judge Cook asked him what
to be out again, attorney represented him, a general
Mr. Ben Faulkner, of Texas, who laugh was created when the negro
spending a few days there he will to take his case and Polk Cansler
return to his home. was appointed to defend the negro.
bacco growers.. He has many years' 
• is •
C1 AL SS imarlt.,• c,„; %A. .
experience in tobacco, is thoroughly the Ilia Kind You Have Always Ma Bears the The Kind You Have Always Bougtv
•- 4a! la and is a staunchl
Ps 
eization;
brain this basic principle of our or-
ganization — controlled marketing
means control of production as well.
The tobacco districts are the cyno-
sure of all eyes in its present strug-
gle for the supremacy in the right to
make the price on leaf tobacco in
the farmers' hands. I therefore rec-
ommend that no member of the so-
ciety shall plant over 8,000 hills to
to hand' and 4,000 to the .half hand.
If the surplus is not then exhausted
we can make another reduction next
year. But let us get that surplus
the trust fights us with out of our
way. Fraternally,
E. L. DAVENPORT,
President A. S. of E.
Department of tobacco growers.
The Kind You Have Alwa)s 3uJge
Winchester cartridges in all
calibers from .22 to .50, shoot
where you aim when the trigger
is pulled. They are al ways
accurate, reliable and uniform.
I have bought the Livery, Feed and Board stable of Evitts & COrlet-
ney, on North Main Street, and would be glad to have my old friendisfand
customers call on me. I am going to do a General Livery Business, keep
none but the best help and will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
and guarantee satisfaction in every' way, I am the oldest man in the
business in the city and am not afraid to make the assertion that I will
please all.
Solicits accounts of individaals and ;corporations desiring a
safe place of deposit or accommodations on approved security.
Three per cent. interest paid on Time Certificates of Deposit.
Safety Deposit Boxes for customers.
Geo. C. Long, Pres. Thos. W. Long, Cashier
C F. Jarrett, Vice Pres.
A FIRE INSURANCE POLICY
in theAmerican or Connecticut com-
panies will stand between you and
perhaps financial ruin. If voil are
the owner of tiny Real or Personal
property that is not insured, have it
insured at once. Otherwise your
savings from years of hard work
may be wiped out in an hour. Let,
us talk fire insurance with you for
your benefit.
BE.N S. WINFREE,
Fire and Life Insurance,







. (From Saturday's Daily)
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Turney an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Annie Hamilton, to Dr.
George E. Hatcher, of Nashville,
Tenn. The wedding will occur in
May at the home of the bride's pa-
rents, Cerulean, Kentucky. After
the ceremony, Dr. and Mrs. Hatch-
er will leave for a trip North.
* *
The marriage of Miss Nina Thom-
as and Mr. N. M. Collins Thursday
night at the residence ofJ. M. Ruth-
erford was attended by quite a large
number of friends. The ceremony
was solemnized by Rev. Rowlison,
of the Christian church, in a very
impressive manner. The bridal party
left at 8:20 Friday morning for
Nashville, were they will make theft
future home. A party of friends ac-
companied them to the depot, where
they administered a large shower of
rice as they bade them farewell.
The bride is a sister of Mrs. James
nutherford,and is a most estimable
young lady. The groom is a former
resident of Hopkinsville, and an ex-
cellent young man.—Clarksville Leaf
-Chronicle.
* *•
" The B. G. I. T. club was pleasant-
ly entained. Wednesday afternoon
'Miss Jeanie Buck. Among those
;present were: Misses.
Janie Walker, Pres., Lucy Aliens-
worth, Sec., Edyth Rice, Cornelia
West, Ethel Surface, Jeanie Buck,
Emelia Frankel, Mallon .Dority,
My Keegan, Elosie Redd, Virginia
Pursley, Elizabeth Casey, Camiel
•Allensworth.
* *
The Married Woman's club will
meet next Tuesday afternoon at 3
o'clock with Mrs. Ira L. Smith.
• • •
Miss Pat Flack deligh tinily enter
tamed the As You Like It club yes-
terday afternoon. Modeling in wax
was a clever diversion, and Mrs.
Austin Peay, of Clarksville, was
awarded the prize for her artistic
production of a rat. Dainty refresh-
ments were served.
• • *
Lewis 'Warner Pyle and. Miss
Lovey Myrtle Alexander will be
married Sunday evening at the
bride's home near Crofton. Rev. P.
P. Gladdish will pronounce the cete-
Melly. •
LY OF THIS CITY
Mrs. R. T. Steinliagen, formerly
of this city, died Sunday morning at
her home in Atlanta, Ga. The sad
news was received by telephone yes-
terday by- Mrs. M. F. Crenshaw.
The deceased had been in ill health
far some time and underwent an op-
eration in the hope of obtaining re-
lief, but all that the most skilled
surgery and tender nursing could do
was to prolong her life for a little
while. Mrs. Steinhagen had a host
of devoted friends in Hopkinsville
and they are greatly grieved over
herildeath. Her husband, Prof.
Stein hagen, and two daughters,Mrs.
-Clarence Blosser and Mrs. Florence
Waide, survive her. Her sons,
'Rudolph and Oswin Steinhagen, two
of the most popular young men who
ever lived in Hopkinsville, died sev-
eral years ago. Mrs. Steinhagen's
-vemains will be interred this after-
noon at Atlanta.
J. Hooe has returned from
Louisville where his wife is in a hos-
pital for treatment. Her condition
we regret to report, is not improved.
orrner Hopkinsville Man Postmaster
At Nortonville.
WASHINGTON, March 4.—Post-
masters were appointed for Kon-
tucky as follows: Helton, Leslie
county, John C. Howard; Norton-
vile, Hopkins county, Walter S.
Elgin.
Sam Frankel has returned from
New York where he has been pur-
'3hasing goods. He spent one morn-
,-
ing listening at the testimony of
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw in defense of
er husband, Harry Thaw.
The rapid growth of our Trust Department nas brought our management into fre-
quent and direct control of Real Estate and has made it necessary to give special atten-
tion to this featufe.
Thus encouraged we have determined to place the control of Real Estate, and the
buying and selling of same on commission, in the hands of one specially qualified for the
work, Mr. T. J. McReynolds, Vice President, who will give it his personal and undivid-
ed attention. assisted by other officials of wide experience and good judgment, which will
insure our customers the very best results obtainable in real estate transactions.
Our organization of the Real Estate branch of the Trust Department will be so com-
plet-, and our publicity so wide-spread that we can always promptly furnish facts and fig-
ures to prospective buyers and sellers. By the way, this department has sold ten lots on
one street in five weeks and put in course of construction four beautiful houses thereby
increasing the value of every other lot. This is a record seldom equalled in a single lo-
cality in the city.
If you have houses to rent anywhere and their care and attention is a burden to you,
let us manage and collect tne rents for a very reasonable commission. Our opportunities
for renting to good tenants are ample. The general demand leads us to say that there
is need for a hundred houses in Hopkinsville today,- and they could all be rented
promptly to substantial citizens.
• We are pleased to place our experience, knowledge and organization at your dispos-
al,,confident that if you will call and talk it over with us, and let us show you some
things that have been doe for others, you will list your property with us, and,
REMEMBER, that we can also aid you in
Yours for Service and Business,
OUTBREAK OF LAWLESSNESS BY RAIDERS
'
TOtIACCO CONSIGNED TO TRUST PLANT AT HOPKINSVILLE IS;
SCATTERED AT OT TER POND
Cars Were Broken Into Saturday and Sixteen Hogsheads Were Rolled Out.—
Fifteen Masked Men in the Party.—Railroad May
Have to Stand The Loss.
city. The perpetrators of the crime
were masked and a body of fifteen
men who were seen riding about the
vicinity Saturday night are thought
to have been the ones. Nothing can
be learned of their exact method of
destroying the tobacco or of the time
it occurred, the first report of it be.
ing yesterday morning when the cit-
izens of the place began to stir about.
The tobacco was hand packed in
hogsheads and loaded on to the cars
by George Martin and his tenants. and other similar misdoings and re-
The cars had been officially sealed turn indictments against them.
(From Monday's Daily) by the railroad and the breaking of
these seals greatly magnifies theThe peace and quiet which have
ruled in tobacco circles of this 'see- crime for this feature in itself is
punishable by penitentiary sentence.don since the excitement incident to 13
the burning of the two trust ware_ It is also reported that the railroad
agent had issued bill of lading coy-
1906. 
at Princeton on December 1,
ering the shipmeiat, and if this be, had quieted down, have been
rudely disturbed by the destruction true the railroad, it is claimed, will
Saturday night of sixteen hogsheads have to bear the actual loss,although. 
of tobacco which had been loaded on the case may go to the courts.i
Illinois Central cars at Otter Pond j The /tobacco, after being taken
in Caldwell connty and consigned! to I from the cars, was taken from the
the American Snuff company of this 1- hog'sheads, the casks being com-
pletely demolished, and strewn
around the depot premises and up
and down the track on both sides
for a considerable distance, and was
trampled upon until it is practically
worthless.
Circuit court convened at Prince-
ton this morning and it was expect-
ed that Judge Gordon would make a
strong charge to the grand jury to
ferret out the perpetrators of this
A nourishing food for dyspeptics, invalids arid infants
SOLVED BY JUDGE COOK.
(From Monday's Daily)
Judge Cook this morning dissolv-
ed the temporary injunction which
was granted to. F. M. Mitchell at
Cadiz last week,, preventing the city
council of that town from cancelling
his saloon license which was issued
for one year July 9, 1906, with the
written agreement that should local
option carry in the county, and elec-
tion for which was called on the
the same day the lieenee was issued,
that Mr. Mitchell's license should
be null and void on March 2, 1907,
the day when the licenses of Menser
& Woodruff and D. I. Smith & Co.,
the two other saloons of the town,
would expire. .,
Local option carried at the election
which was held later,and everything
ran along smoothly until the time
approached for the Closing of the sa-
loons. Menser & Woodruff and D.
I. Smith & Co., closed their doors
Saturday night, but Mr. Mitchell re-
fused, and secured a temporary in-
junction from the circuit clerk on
the grounds that, the agreement
which he had entered into carried
no consideration and was, therefore
not binding and that furthermore it
had been obtained by duress. .
IThis mort ing both sides  appeared
before Jude Cook, the city of Cadiz
being represented by Judge Cren-
shaw, of that place. and Downer 4Sr
Russell, of this city. Mr.: Mitchell
was represented by Hon. James B.
Garnett, Col. ' R. A. Burnett and
Hon. G. P. Thomas.
The order dissolving the injunction
was held up for twenty days in order
to allow the case to be taken to the
higher court. and for this period Mr.
Mitchel will i.ontinue his business
Besides the attorneys interested
and Mr. Mitchel himself.several citi-
zens of Cadiz were present at the
hearing of tl)e motion, among these
being, G. B. Jefferson, John W.
Kelley, R. L. Davis, D. L. Grinter,
J.J. Jefferson and E. C. Thacker.
The indictment - returned at the'
September term of court charging
the Dalton Stone company with
maintaining a nuisance in the blow-
ing of their steam whistle at unseas,
nable time4of the night and dis•
turbing people in their steep, was
tried out Friday and Saturday tti
circuit coat. A number of witnesses
were introduced on both slues, AD of
whom gave direct- testimony. The
jury returned a verdict of not guilty.
Some elegant breeders at ̀half price
to make room for youngsters. Here's
your chance to get the famous
Bradley Bros'. strain,' always win-
ners.
DANIEL SUBURBAN POUL-
TRY YARDS. Cumberland' Phone
718.
I am now prqpared with all proper
blanks to execute claims for pen-
sions and increase of pensions under
NEW AGE LAW, approved Feb. 6,
1907. All soldiers of civil and Mexi-
can wars.62 years of age allowed $12;
at 70 years $15; 15 years and over
$20 per month.
T. E. LAWSON,
Notary Public, West 7th street,









Because Hampton Fox is an At-
torney-at-Law and is the only
one in Hopkinsville who teach-
es the Benn Pitman system
of Shorthand with Court Re-
porting annexed, which not
only prepares his pupils for
minor places, but to fill
official positions. Also teaches
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HE HAS THE BEST
STALLION AND JACKS
Season will Commence March 20.
PartiesigWishing to Purchase Good Jacks should see
If he tells you to take Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral for your
severe cough or bronchial
trouble, then take it. If he has
anything better, then take that.
But we know what he will say;
for doctors have used this
cough medicine over 60 years.
" I have used Ayees Cherry Pectoral for
hard oolda. had coughs. and influenza. It has
done me great good. and I belleve,it is the
best cough medicine in the world for all
throat and long troubles."- -ELI C. STUART,
Albany, Oregon.




Keep the bowels oocn with one of
Ayr' eills at bedtime, just one.
Er.' Frances NI-. Mitcbell Tiresday
fqed an injunction .against tfie city
e,iuticil at this place to prevent them
from revoking his whisky license
next Monday, which matter our
readers are perfec y‘ familiar with.
Mitchell having agreed last summer
to surrender his licenAe when the
licenses of the other two saloons ex-
pired, which was the conditions an-1
der which the council granted ,him
his license. 
.
The council has notified Mr. Mit-
chell that they will move Circuit
Judge Cook 'a Hopkinsville next
Monday to dissolve the injunction.
The licenses of the other- two sa-
loons here expire at 11 o'clock Sat-
urday night.—Cadtz Record.
• Digestion ran be Readily Gained
with Mi-O-na Stomach Tablets.
t is torment to look upon a tempt-
ng dinner and realize that to eat
eely means distress and suffering.
Let us tell you how you can enjoy
eating, so that the heartiest meals
will set well and cause no pain, dis-
tress or uncomfortable feeling offull-
ness.
H If you cannot eat and enjoy three
good, hearty, satisfying meals a day
ithout any feeling of discomfort,
, your stomach is weak and needs the
strength which- Mi-o-ua staliach
tablets will give it. Yu caning af-
E ford to delay treatment, for the
i longer yeti allow the digestive organ
: to be weak, the harder it will be to
get help.
;. The remarkable curative and
strengthening power of Mi-o-na is
attested by the guarantee, which
L. L. Elgin gives with every 50c box.
"He -returns the money if Mi-q-na
ails to cure."
if you find that eating well-cooked
and properly chewed food is follow-
ed by heaviness and load on the
stomach, by bloating, by gulping of
acids and wind, by distress, nerv-
ousness, headache, trouble to sleep,
Of by any other symptoms of disor-
der or weak stomach, you should
begin the use of Mi-0-118, at once .It
' is guaranteed one of the best known
druggist in Hopkinsville to cure al
disorders of the stomach, or cost
nothing. A. pia! antee like this
• means a good deal. P2I M4
T(?i•emove a cough you must get at
the cold which caused the cough.
There is nothing so good for this as
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup.
The liquid cold relief that is most
quickly effective, that stills and
Fifty Per Cent Yearly on Investment.—
Interesting Interview With One
ed in the proposition, join them be-
fore it is too late; -
"Mr. W. F. Garnett.7& Co.,of your
city is our representative here, and
has charge of everything. You all
know him, 11.SIC him' to explain t It




"In 1897 I had a stomach disease.
Some physicians said Dyspepsia,
some Consumption One said I would
not live tintil Spring. For four years
I existed on boiled milk, soda biscu-
ifs and doctors- prescriptions. 1
could not digest anything I ate:
then I picked up one of your Alma-
nacs and it happened to be .my life-
saver. I bought& fifty-cent bottle. of
KUDOL and the benefit I received
from that bottle all the gold in Geor-
gia could not buy. In two months 1
went back to my work, am a machin-
ist, and in three months 1 was
and 'hearty. May yoblive long and
prosper." -C. N. Cornell, Roiling',
Ga., Md. The above is only a sam-
ple of the great good that is daily
done„everywhere by Kock," For Dy,-
peps's. It is sold , here by L. L.
.1.h.rti and A IniersouL Pow Ter ..1)ru..;
Co.,. Inc.
,,GINGERBREAD
Five Well Known Comedians In Com-
pany and Sixty-five Pretty
Show Girls.
"The Gingerbread. Man" which
will be seen at the opera house on
next Friday night is the only one of
, all the big musical extravaganzas
l
en tour that carries five established
comedians, like.Ben Grinnell; who
was original Fairy queen in,the no-
table production of "Jack and the
Bean Stalk"; Eddie Redway, who
starred in "Smiling Island"; W: H.
Mack, who starred for a number of
seasons' under his own management
in farce comedies, and Will Donnel-
ly, the latter one of ate few come-
dians on the stage today who pos-
sess a tenor voice of quality.
It is to the efforts of this quintette
of laugh producers that the great
meed of success achieved by -The
Gingerbread Man" is due. Just as
surely as the drama with "one part"
is on the wane, so surely is the mils-
ieal comedy with a single come.ii in
a thing of the past.
There are very few individuals on
the stage today who can amuse an
audience for two hours and a half.
The playgoing public is moved by a'
desire for entNtainment nowadays
and not by a curiosity to see Some
particular "star°. This has been
proven ever and over again during
the past few seasons by the ava-
lanche of "name" failures. Theat-
tractioneliberally patronized by the
public today are not those which ex-
ploit a single footlight personage,
but those which appeal on ,the
ground of genuine merit.
"The Gingerbread Man" with its
big roster of comedians and singers,
possesses the strongest all-round cast
that has left New York this season;
foil in addition tn Messrs.Grinnell,
Snow, Redway, Mack and Donnelly,
It contains Homer Lind, the bari-
tone who season before last sang
with the Savage English Opera Co.;
Grace Belmont, who was prima
donna with the ;V ixon & Zimmer-
man Opera Co., and Mae Phelps,
who was especially engaged to Fling,
the prima donna role with the
"Prince of Pilsen" during the New
York run of this iece, and Nellie
' Lynch who score so decidedly in
quiets tho cough and drives ou the large or s
mall, ,that he will Make the original east of "The Tender-
cold. Sold by 14. L. Elgin and And- from, forty to s
ixty per cent on his foot". In addition to its splendid
081n- Fowler Drug Co., Inc. linvestment fo
r the next seventy to cast of principals, 'The Gingerbread
Man" carries an ensemble of sixty-
eighty years. h five girls who have been christened
"In short, we are offering a PrQI)- •"rhe American Beauty Chorus."
osition that is:CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Hare Always Bought
EXTRA MONEY—Ca;' be earned
by every young man living on the
farm who has a fele, leisure hours
each day. Good chance to secure a
permanent position with an old re-
liable firm. We want a good Man'
lit your locahty at once. Write to-
day for fell particulars.
GEO. W. DIENER MFG. CO.
83 West Lake St., Chicago.
Will make you rich. We own
large tract. Prices and termS right.
Excursions: twice monthly. Good
ageiits wanted. For particulars
A& Southwest Colonization Co.
Minne olis, Minn.
The general agent of the Sacra-
mento Valley Improvement com-
pany. a Missouri corporation, with
a capital of $150,000 fully paid, is in
this city for a few days. He, stated
that his company was off ring the
public the greatest' chance orinvest-
Mg in the soundest, most conserva-
tive, yet extremely paying proposi-
tion, that has been Offered in years.
Everyone," he stated. "that has
studied the question, acknowledges
that it has been prove4that a large
portion of the land in the SacTa:.
mento +a,11e)y of California, is' the
richest a,nd most productive in the
world, The climate al is uUenual-
ed. 
.
"The soil of Sacra,Mento county
took the first pria4. at the S. Louis
exposition as the riehe'st in the
world. -
'Thbre is _a small tract of land
about 50 miles in length and about
20 Miles in width, in whieh area lie
Sacramento and San joriquin couriL
ties. In this district only, in the
whole of the United. States, can be
raised the Flame Tokay grape, the
most prized table grape in the mar-
ket today. Hence the production of
this grape is a monopoly held by the
lucky owners of this ihnited area of
land.
'We own,'' he continued, r "five
thousand acres in the center of this
'monopoly area,' and for a few weeks
only, the outside public has a
chance of joining this. mon I
and consequently reaping enormous
dividends, before the chalice will be
closed to them forever.
YE*RS UNBROKEN RECORD,
'71ile last 35 years' ,record 01 this
Industry stiows the enormous aver-
age yearly return of WO per,' acre
net. We can prove to the public
that the industry pays fifty per cent
a year on the investment.
"The .wise man, always- on the
alert for golden opportunities, reads,
investigate, and after statemehts
e proved, invests, makes money
said *comes rich.
"The.suspicious map trusts neith-
himself nor others; the know-all
di too clever to inveAtigate, both turn
down good propositions and remain
poor.
-The poor man thinks he has not
got the money to invest, and thus
often misses an opportunity to get
in on the ground flobr, and milktk the
money he so sorely needs. He, fool-
ishly believes the good things are
for the rich only.
"Finally," he added, "we Call not
only satisfy the rich, but time. Man
who can only afford a few dollars a
month an be helped and taken care
of. It costs nothing to inbestigate,
and we are sending you to California
to the ground, to prpve what we
have, and we are paS'ing all' your
eXpenses there and back.
"We can prove to the man .with
little capital looking for investment
that this is the safest and most
profitable business that has ever
been offered him. We can show the
wage earner that if he can save 00
month for a few months, how he can
be assured of an income of from VICO
to $500, a year for his, life, his chil-
dren's! lives, and possibly the lives
of his grandenildren.
"We can if' the investor
,
cause there is no gueeswork as to the
output. ,
"Better than railroad or other
stocks, because there is no "manila-
ulation."rhe property . is under
your absolute control.
"Better than corn,, wheat, or .cot-
ton, because the crop is permanent-
ly so limited by conditions, that
prices are always maintained at time
high notch.
"Better than collateral li MILS, bti-
Atuse while your security is equaliy
safe, your returns are enormously
larger. .
"Better than manufactures, be-
cause you are not affected by labor
troubles, low priceri, or danger ,of
over-productioa. : •
"Better than city r...al est a t4 be-
cause yqn (to not have to pay for re
The Kind IOU have Always Bought 1
C, A. EA 1 1 C'l IX I A. .




"Sevei•al of the leading citizens of eigni:Ue
Hopkinsville have become interest-
TO OFFICE OF ASSESSOR
rt of Chief of Police.-Question
of Telephone Matter to Be
Looked Into.
t'rom Friday's D aily)
The city council met last night in
regular session. The, atonally ac-
counts were allewed and the month-
ly reports of the various city officers
were approved am! filed. The resig-
nation of City Assessor J. 'Garland.
CooPer was accepted and M.Filmore
Crenshaw was unaninioesty elect-
ed to fill tlie tmetcpired term.
The report of Chief of Mice
er shows the followint arrests
ing the moritt) of February: '
1>ronkenness. 
Profane language • I
tioing Into saloon emu Sunday  2 I
shooting witn o kill  1 1
Vast Drivitu4: . 21.
Breach of peace... ........... 
nrtielty to animals..
'oncealed wea,pons 
Indecent expostire of person..
Ulttning 5





Disorderly cOnduct ..... .
Fornictition
Total, • 
City - At t -.rney Knight. presented
the telephone ordinance which was
discussed, anti oil motion of Coun-
cilman Davis,the mayor and Coun-
cilman Jackson were appointed to
act in conjunction with the city at-
torney as a Committee to notify and
cite representatives of the Cumber-
land Telephone company to appear
before the council at the next regu-
lar meeting, March 15, and show
cause why their franchise should
not be annulled; and the committee
was authorized to employ addition-
al counsel to assist the city attorney
in a thorough investigation of the
legal questions involved.
Stepping stones were ordered put
down on a number of street cross-
ings and the street committee was'
directed to investigate several corm-
plaints in regard to the removing of
piles him froot of property.
"Better than speculation, because
(here is no possibility of loss. 
Do Not Crowd the Season.
The first warm days of spring
"Better than mining, or oil, be- , bring w,ith them a desire to get out
and enjoy the exhilirating air gild
/sunshine. Children that have been
housed up all winter are brought out
and you wonder where they all came
from. The heavy winter clothing
, is thrown aside and many shed their
flannels. Then a cold wave comes
and people say that grip is epidemic.
Colds at this season are even more
dangerous than in mid-winter, as
i there is much more danger of pneu-monia. Take Chamberlin's Cough
Remedy, however,and you will have
nothing to fear. It always cures,
,and we have never known a cold to
I result in pneumonia when it is used.
It is pleasant and safe to take.
Children like it. For sale by
Anderson Fowler Drug Co.(Inc.)the
eading Drug Store 9th and Main.
11‘ C, R. X At. 
Beare the The Kind You Have Always Bougit
Signature
For Emergencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm
Send For Free Booklet on Horses.Cole.Ho2s & Po u It ry
Address Dr Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass.
Cumb. Telephone 74
The Graphophone Man,




Or better still call at the Grapho-
phone Store and look over his stock.
The Phoenix, 9th St., Mopkinsville
Extend a Cordial Invitation to the Public to
Cad and  inspect Our New Quarters,
orner Sev.cnth and Main
Our equipment is thorough, modern and efficient.
Our faithful and untiring se, vice is at the command of e' ery
tomer.
We furnish our customers safety deposit boxes for valuables.
e pay 3 per cent interest on time certificates of deposit.
We Quote Today's Price, subject to wholesale fluctuations
Fancy Genuine Northern Clover
Best Red Top Grass Seed,
Best Timothy
Best Kentucky Blue Grass
Best Orchard
Best Alsyke Clover Seed
Best Alfalfa
Best No. 2 Mixed Oats,
Best New York Early Rose "
Best Early Ohio
Best Wankegan Barbed ‘Vire
Best American
Best Smooth Wire, No 9
No 10
" No 11
Best Wire Nails Base













































in the world to u. If you took the
right kind of care of them, you wouldn't
suffer, but you don't.
The only way you can correct the trou-
ble you do have and prevent these parts









Everybody knows that PEPSIN is good
for the stomach, but in combination with
certain plant drugs by DR. CALD-
WELL'S formula, its natural value
is highly increased.
DR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
Is the best thing in the world for cor-
recting and curing all forms of stomach
tronble--you'll say so when you try it.
DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
can be obtained in both dollar and half-
dollar sizes at all druggists, and your
money will be refunded if it fails to
benefit you.
Yoor postal card request will bring by returo
Ilia stir new booklet, "DR. CALDWELL'S
BOOK OF WONDERS" and free sample to
those who have never tried this wonderful
sessods. Mail your postal today.
PEPSIN SYRUP Co.
Allontioelle, Illinois
Dr. R. L. Bradley
Veterinary Surgeon,
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lege, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and 'Dentistry. Cas-
tration or Stallions; firing by a new
process. Very special surgical oper-
ations for the cure of Spavins and
Striughalt. Neurotomy for the;cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable,
East Ninth street, near L. & N.Lde-
pot. TelephonP 145.






Notary Public and Fire
Insurance Agent
For the Old 'Reliable North River
Fire Insurance Company, of New
York. Absolutely clean and up-to-
date company at lowest rates. Also
land deeds and mortgages written
and acknowledgments taken ac 3ord-
ing to law and special attention paid
to cases in bankruptcy. Office 21:16
S. Main St., in Yenta block.
DR. J, E. STONE,
Physician CIO. Surgeon
Office over the Anderson & Fowler
Drugh Co. PHONES—Cumb. office,
273, residence 813.
DR. J. H. RICE,
Physician
and .curgeon.
Office over Frankel's Store. Cumb.
Phones—Office, 62: Residence 183.
tiome Phone, residence 1275.
Insure
against Accident or Sickness in the
best company in the business. Pay
your preinioins by month or year.
The cost is such a trifle you'll be
surprised. See
W. CALLIS




Office over Cooper's Grocer.
Gas administered when desired.







Fruit Cakes, 25c Pound
—Also—




LetZtis bake your Turkey, Hams, etc.
Skarry's
Hopkinsville Steam Bakery.










There was a clicking sound, and
the glare of a dark-lantern struck my
blinking eyes.
"Pick ip the candle, sir," said the
tranquil voice from behind the light.
I obeyed readily enough. Fate was
downright cruel to us. Not a dozen
feet away was liberty; and now we
were back at the beginning again,
with the end nowhere in sight.
"Shall I light it, sir?" I asked, not
o be outdone in the matter of formal
politeness.
"Yes. sir, doubtless you will need it."
I struck a match and touched the
candlestick.
"Burglar?" said I. For all my ap-
parent coolness, my heartbeats were
away up in the eighties!)
The girl snuggled close to my side.
I could feel her heart beating even
faster than mine.
"Burglar?" I repeated.
"Indeed, no, sir." — reproachfully.
"Mine is a political job."
"A political job?" thunderstruck.
"Yes, sir; I am an inspector of cel-
lars,"—grimly. "I couldn't get around
to this here cellar earlier in the day.
sir, and a fellow's work must be done."




*Firstly, as they say, you
me what you and this lady
in this lonesome cellar."
"Say 'sir,' when you address me."
"Yes. sir."
"The lady and I were playing hide-
and-seek."
"Nice game, sir,"—grinning. "Were
you trying to hide under' the coal?"
"Oh, no; I was merely exploring it."
"Say 'sir,' when you address me."
"Sir."
"Icru're a cool hand, sir."
"I am gratified to learn that our ad-
miration is mutual. But what are you
doing here?"
"I was ascertaining if the law was
properly observed, sir," shaking with
silent laughter.
"But what puzzles me," I went on.
"is the fact that you could gather the
gems in that garb." For I jwas posi-
tive that this was tile Gallobing Dick
every one was looking for.
"I don't understand a word you say,
sir. I'm an inspector of cellars, sir,
not a jeweler. So you;.'and the lady
was playing hide-and-seek? Come,
low, what is your graft? Is all the
push here to-night?"
"That.depends,"--mirsing under my
breath that I wore a gown which ham-
pered my movements. ' For, truth to
tell, I was watching him as a cat
watches a mouse.
"Well, sir, we of the profession
never interferes with gentlemanly
jobs, sir. All I want of you is to help
me out of here."
"I am not a burglar."
"Oh, I un(lerstand, sir; I understand
completely. A gentleman is always
a gentleman, sir. Now; you can re-
turn to that coal bin. I was Jae about
to make for it when you lit that can-
"Why
doors?"
"I have mY reasons, siin most satis-
factory reasons, sir. I prefer the win-





"Thank you, I will," replied the girl,
plumping down on an empty winecase.
i She afterward confessed that if she
had not sat down on .the box, she would
have sat down on the cellar floor, as a
sort of paralysis had seized her knees.)
I stepped into the coal bin and rested
the candle on the little shelf for that
Purpose. I was downright anxious to
see the fellow safely *way. There
wasn't room in that cellar for the
three of us. His presence doubly eh-
dangered us and multiplied the com-
plications. I was in no position to
force the gem e from him. A man who
has ten thousand dollars' worth of
jewels on his person doesn't stop at
shooting; and I possessed a healthy
regard for my skin. I opened the win-
dow and caught it to the ceiling by a
hook I found there.
"There is a stout screen, my man."
"Take this, sir, and out it out,"—
handing me a pair of wire clippers,
holding his lantern under his arm
meanwhile. The muzzle of the re-
volver, during all this time, never
wavered in its aim at my head.
I went to work at the screen and
presently it fell inward.
"Is that satisfactory?"—with im-
pressive irony.
"You are the most perfect gentle-
man that I ever see, sir!"
'Ilse girl laughed hysterically.
"Now. what?" The fun was. begin-
ittg to pall on me.
"Step out of The bin and stand aside.
Sit down by the lady. Maybe she's a
bit frightened."
1 obeyed him to the letter.
"Thanks!" With the agility of a
cat he leaped up and wriggled through
the window. He turned. "Good night,
sir. Sometime maybe I'll do the same
for you, sir."
"Go to the devil!" I snarled.
"My, my! What a temper, sir! I
wouldn't have thought 'Cot you, and a
nice lady in speaking distance!"
• saa eisannearea
I do for you?" I 'asked
might tell
are doing
not leave by the cellar
sit down, sir," he
I IlP girt tam a flan'dta r-17a.
"You have acted very sensibly, Mr.
Cornstalk. If you had not, it is quite
certain he would have shot you."
"What Can I Do for You?"
"It would have been a good thing
for me if he had. He has gone, and
the jewels have gone with him. I
hadn't the least chance; the wretch!
He probably came disguised as a
plumber, and nobody suspected him."
"But if he possessed the ten of
hearts, why should he have left this
way?"
"Possibly my idea was only an imi-
tation of his. There must have been
at least a dozen tens of hearts. My
dear young lady, I would give a gdod
deal if you were well out of this. I
believed my plan was for the best. and
instead I have simply blackened the
ease against us. I have been too ad-
venturous. The situation looks very
serious just now. Of course, in the
long run, ste shall clear ourselves;
but it will :ake some fine arguing to
do it, and possibly half a dozen law-
yers."
"It is a ;-erribly embarrassing pre-
dicament; but since we started out
together. ra'll hang together." She
held out he:' hand to rue. "It will be
Fun to extsicate ourselves with full
honors."
"You're a brick!" And I 'pressed
her hand tightly.
"Now, I wonder why
didn't try those cellar
murmured.
"By Jove, I'll soon find
on! There's hope yet."







candle to the girl, cautiously put a
shoulder against one of the doors, and
gave a gentle heave. It was not
locked. Through the thin crack I
looked out upon the bright world of
moonshine and crystal. Instantly I
permitted the door to settle into its
accustouaed place. I readily under-
stood the burglar's reasons. Seated
upon a box, less than a dozen feet
away, and blissfully smoking one of
the club's cigars, sat a burly police-
man. So they had arrived upon the
scene!
"What is it?" asked the girl, as I
motioned her to retreat.
"The worst has come; the police!"
—drainatically.
"Gracious heavens, this is frightful!
We shall never get out now. Oh dear!
Why did I ever come? It will be in
the papers, with horrid pictures. We
ought not to have left the ball room.
Our very actions will tell heavily
against us. Awful!"
"New, don't you worry. They will
not take any notice of you, once they
set eyes upon me. Homo sum! They
are looking for me. There's only one
superfluous ten of hearts. I have it."
"But I shall be found with you, and
the stupid police will swear I am an
accomplice." She wrung her hands.
•"But no jewels will be found upon
us," I argued half-heartedly.
"They will say we have already dis-
posed of them."
"But the real burglar—"
"They will say that he came into
the cellar at our bidding."
This girl was terribly reasonable
and direct
-Hang it! I know Teddy Hamilton,
the M. F. H. He'll go my bail, and
yours, too, for that matter. Come,
let's not give up. There must be
some other way out."
"I wish I might believe it. Why
did I come?"—a bit of a wail stealing
into the anger in her voice.
"This is Tom Fool's Night, and no
mistake," I assented ruefully.
"But I am a bigger fool than aon
are; I had an alibi, and a good one."
"An alibi? Why on earth, then, did
you follow me? What is your alibi?"
"Never mind now. We should still
be in this miserable cellar,"—briefly.
What a night! A am so ashamed! I
shall be horribly compromised."
"I'll take the brunt of it all. I'm
sorry; but, for the love of Heaven,
don't cry, or I shall lose what little
nerve I have left."
"I am not crying!" she' denied em-
phatically. "My inclination is to
shriek with laugh, sr. I'm hysterical.
And who wouldn't be. with police of-
deers and cells staring one In the
face? Let us be going. That police-
man outside will presently hear us
whispering if we stand here much
longer."
There was wisdom in this. So,
once again I took the candle, and we
marched back. There wasn't a sin-
gle jest left in my whole system, and
it didn't look as if there was ever
going to he another supply. We took
the other side of the furnace. and at
length came to a flight of wooden
stairs, leading somewhere into the
club. It was our last chance, or we
should be obliged to stay all night in
some bin; for it would not be long be-
fore they searched the cellars. If
this flight led into the kitchen, we
were saved, for I could bluff the serv-
ants. We paused. Presently we as-
cended, side by side, with light hut
firm step. We reached the landing in
front of the door withoet mishap.
'From somewhere came a puff of air
which blew out the candle.. I struck
7A
1.:;-_11111IP
Instantly the Door Opened, and a Po-
liceman Popped His Head—
e match viciously against the wall—
and blundered into a string of cook-
ing-pans! It was all over, the agony
of suspense!
hang! Rumpity - bumpity - blang-
blang!
I have heard many stage thunders
in my time, but that racket beat any-
thing and everything this side of siege-
guns.
Instantly the door opened and a po-
liceman poked his head in. Before I
had time to move, he grabbei me by
the arm and yanked me—into the ball-
room! The girl and I had made a
complete circuit of the cellars, and
had stumbled into the ball-room again
by the flight opposite to that by which
we left it Cheerful prospect, wasn't
it? The adventure had ceased to have
any droll side to it.
"Aha!" cried the base minion of the
law. "Here you are, then! Hello,
everybody! Hello!" he bawled.
Caught! Here we were, the Blue
Domino and myself, the Grey Capu-
chin, both of us in a fine fix. Dis-
covery and ejection I could have stood
with fortitude and equanimity; but
there was bad business afoot. There
wasn't any doubt in my mind what
was going to happen. As the girl said,
there would be flaring head-lines and
horrid pictures. We were like to be
the newspaper sensation of the day.
Arrested and lodged in jail! What
would my rich, doting old uncle say
to that, who had threatened to dis-
inherit me for lesser things! I felt
terribly sorry for the girl, but it was
now utterly impossible to help her, for
I couldn't help myself.
And behold! The mysterious stran-
ger I had met in the ,curio-shop, the
fellow who had virtually haunted me
for six hours, the fellow who had mas-
queraded as Caesar, suddenly loomed
up before me, still wearing his sardon-
ic smile. At his side were two more
policemen. He had thrown aside his
toga and was in evening dress. His
keen glance rested on me.
"Here he is, Mr. Haggerfty!" cried
the policeman cheerfully, swinging me
around.
A detective! And Heaven help me,
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No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:08 am No. 61 St. Louis Express 6:18 p m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast.... ...10:06 p m No. 63[St. Louis Fast Mail..6:12 a m
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 93Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6•47 am • Orleans Limited 11•50p
No. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.8:66 p m I No. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.7:06 am
Nos. 62 ard M conneet at St. Louis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof Nos. 63 and 66 also ccniret
for Memphis and way pointe.
Ni. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers tc• points
south c f Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects
Guthrie for points east and west. J• C. HOOE, Agt.
••••=111•••
Illinois Central Railroad •46 c-t.
TIME CARD.
Effective Dec. 10th, 1905
NORTH BOUND.
No. 336, Paducah-Cairo Accommodation, leave 6:40 a. m.
" 206, Evansville and Mattoon Express, leave... ....if :20 a. m.
" 834, Princeton Accommodation, leave 8•20 p. m.
" 26, Chicago-Nashville Limited, leave. 8.414p. m
SOUTWBOTIND.
" 26, Nashville-Chicago, lease
" 333, Nashville Accommodation, leave •181a. in
" 206,' Nashville-Evansville Mail, leave 6.16 p. in.
" 331, Hopkinsville-Cah•olAccommodationtarrive 9.46 p. m.
6-2C a. na.
Sote,:through service to and from Chicago, Mattoon, and Cairo, III.
and Evansville, Ind., without change. All passenger trains run daily.










MUCH INTEREST IN THE HOTEL
PROPOSITION.
Prominent Pembroke Citizens Are At
Hotel Latham.— An Interurban Elec-
tric Car Line is Being Planned.
( From Wednesday's Daily)
In order personally to present the
exceptional advantages of the Salu-
bria Springs hotel proposition to the
citizens of Hopkinsville, a number
of prominent Pembroke 'business
men who are .offlcers or stockhold-
ers of the Salubria Springs Hotel
company, (Inc.) are in the 'city.
They are spending the day at Hotel
Latham where they have a suite of
rooms, and it will give them pleas-
ure to meet anybody. who is inter-
ested in the matter.
Among those here are D. L. Lan-
der, John H. Pendleton, John H.
Williams, W. A. Lackey, K. P.
Cross, C. E. Mann, T. D. Jameson,
Douglas Graham and J. B. Carter.
As is well known, a company com-
posed principally of alert business
people of Pembroke has been organ-
ized to build a large and commodi-
ous summer hotel at Salubria
Springs, eight miles from this city
and one mile from Pembroke. There
are about fifty springs there, some
of which possess medicinal quali-
ties of great value. The company
owns the land and the springs, and
there are many beautiful sites for
summer homes. The property has
been divided into' building lots and
these are now on the market and are
rapidly being sold.
Indeed, a sufficient number has
been disposed of to warrant the com-
pany's erecting a modern hotel of
forty rooms, and which will be ready
for guests this summer. The lots
adjoining the hothl grounds will be
sold at $75 each, and each purchaser
is given one share of $25 of the pre-
ferred stock of the hotel, with a
view to interesting as many people
'as possible in the success of that in-
stitution. There is every reason to
believe that Salubria will speedily
become one of the most popular and
paying health resorts in this region,
and that infestors will realize hand-
some dividends. The hotel is to be
situated in a grove of forest trees,
and a lake, a thousand feet long and
three hundred feet wide, is tol be
constructed on the grounds. A drive
from the city, over the pike, is an at-
tractive one, and trains run on
convenient schedule. An interurb-
an electric line between' Hopkins-
ville and Pembroke and running di-
rectly by Salubria is being discussed
and plans for its construction are al-
ready being formulated. Stock for
the road is being successfully solic-
ited.
The Salubria Springs Hotel com-
pany is desirous of interesting the
people generally of Hopkinsville
and elsewhere in their proposition
and will gladly give full iaformation
to anyone.
SPOONER RESIGNS
AS UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM WISCONSIN.
WASHINGTON, March 4.- Sena-
tor Spoonerhas written a letter to.
Gov. Davidson, of Wisconsin, ten-
dering his resignation as a senator
of !the United States. to take' effect
May 1 next. The letter was dated
Saturday, but the fact that such a
letter had been written or that Mr.
Spooner contemplated resigning did
not become known in the seuate un-
'ail late Sunday, wheii it created
great surprise and the Wisconsin
senator at once-found .himself. the.
• subject of many anxious inquiries.
To all he replied that his mind
was fully made'im . .'keliad found,
he said, that to cOntkrine in his pre-
sent position wouldlequire a sacri-
fice on his part thilit„,,he could not
justify h imsel f .*.Making.
In reply to quetififtns he said he
would resume theAiractice of law,
but declined te: Ot- whether he
would be located th Wisconsin. He
said, however, he would con-
tinue to be a citizen of the state as
lone. as he lives.
Into Nev; Store Room.
Keegan Ar. Co., 41.4 IntSvtlig their
1 Lk i• :041:A.
-....•111•1•111•••
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\AP Country Correspondence \If
GRACEY GOSSIP.
Gipp Watkins, general manager of
Frick Treshing Machine Company,
of Nashville, Tenn.,. 'spent Sunday
with his father in Gracey who has
been sick for the past. week or ten
days.
C. B. Tate, Jr., of Madisonville,
Ky., spent Sunday" with friends near
Gracey.
Miss Bessie Clark, of Guthrie, is
visiting the Missee Wadlington, 'of
near Gracey, this week.
The new bank at Gracey is doing
a good business and is proving to be
a great help to the people of Gracey
aid also to the farmers of this sec-
tion.
Gaines .Se Ladd are prizing tobacco
for the association here at Gracey
and seem to lie kept busy receiving
tobacco this week, as the roads have
been too bad before this time for the
farmers to haul their crop.
The merchants of this place re-
port dull trade on atcourt of the bad
roads, but are beginning to receive
new goods now and all are look-
ing for a big spring. business.
By the way, we have another new
firm in our town, Wilson & Steven-
son, who will handle gents' furnish-
ings and shoes.
John Thurmond, wlc has been
connected with the Southern ex-
press at Memphis for the past four
months, is at home for a short time.
Mrs. J. P. Meacham spent a few
days with her mother last week near
Peedee.
Dr. J. J. Backus has been on the
sick list for the past few days but at
this writing is improving, and is to
be hoped that he will soon be well
again, as we have lots of sickness
In this section now and he is badly
needed.
The town of Gracey has been for
the past two weeks doctoring on a
sick tramp, and all, seem to be get-
ting pretty tired of the-job, as he
seems to be a little hard to please
and often threatens suit against the
town unless they pay him more at-
tention. He seems to think that he
should have a trained nurse to wait
on him', day and night, and some one
to keep ute the fire for hini all the
time, so beware of fak.-ing iii tramps.
Thomas Gunn, the popular cell-
ductor of the Cad liz train made a
special trip to Oriteey Sunday; but
this tin, as he had but one passen-
ger, himself, he came overland.
The schools have -closed now and
it is reported that he will not have
&spring school this time, but the
people are now fixing to build a good
hool house and expect to have it
ready by fall, and it is to be hoped
that we will have better schools now
than we ever had.
Miss Lurline Wadlington has brew
quite sick, but is now improving...,
Now in regard to the pretty girls,
We have some demi here and you
can look out for pictures soon. You
may find some girls in other places
that can send in better' pictures, but
I doubt if you can find any that will
come up to the Gracey girls in mak-
ing cake and house keeping, which
I think is the most .important part,
and should be the one receiving the
prize.' As beauty, as the old saying
is very shallow, but goodness goes a
long ways.
Mrs. Cora Dalton. Mrs. Gabe
Payne, Mrs. G. E. Broaddus and
Miss Ella Wilkins, of Hopkinsville,




Mrs. Robert Antony died -Febru-
ary 24, of pneumonia. She,/ was a
kind and lovable woman, greatly
admired by all who knew her. A
husband and one brother, Mr. Kel-
ly, of Texas, survive her. Inter-
ment in Louisville.
Mr. David Walker, who was tak-
en suddenly ill while visiting his
brother-in-law, Mr. Larry West, of
Pon river Saturday, is Much better,
and returned to his home Tuesday.
Mrs. Harrison Simpson is on the
sick list.
Mr. J. G. Yancey; of Barnes, was
in tair ton Tdesdt4tb
• Tom Underwood and Pete Mc-
Cord, of Earlington, were here one
day last week.
Mr. Ernest Cansler and wife have
moved their board to Mrs. Faulk-
ner's.
Mr. Sherman Floyd, of Earling-
ton, visited his father last week.
Thanks to you Satothine, for your
compliment of laoeweek. Your notes
stock of millineryt.antt. flAtires from sre also read with pleaoute.
the store room in ilieljlatinett block —MINERVA' ANN.
On South Main strieet to the room
-next to AndersotieFoirfe4 Drug coin-.„, -;
justly which wawredently vacated by
Dattlilo,„ noss...4naorters will meet at Hotel Latham Saturday
noteell-thtlatteVo- tlii sfternoon at 2:31) oteloek. A full at-
'to t d 4-sired.
D. A. R.
The Daughters of the ConfederaeN
storage house and expect; to rush
right along so they can make room
for tobacco that will be prized here.
The stock for the storage house is
guaranteed': No one need be afraid
of havingl tobacco prized for fear
that it canhot be stored he, 4kum-
ber is being delivered for it now.
Mr. Frank Hart, one of tie hist
known and most highly respeeted
citizens of the Cerulean community,
is in quite feeble health. ,
. Mrs. A. E. Blakeley of the Gracey
neighborhood, is Visiting her daugh-
ter, Mrs. W.. R. Turner of.,Cerat'aii.
Miss Lloyd Childress commenced
her spring term of school bere Mon-
day with a good attendance.
Capt. R. S. Pool is milting quite a
lot of improvements on his hotel
property. He is opening up a beau-
tiful tract of land for residence lots
near the hotel. He haalplanted near-
ly a hundred shade trees recently.
He will advertise this- new addition
quite extensive* in a short time.
The Tr -state Stone Co., has about
put its plant in operation. They
expect to do an extensive business.
M. H. Tandy & Co.'s Loose Floor.
We,had,,the largest sales of the
season thiii'*eek. The - Planters are
delivering their tobacco en the floor
every clay and are,rgettfiikfull value
for all grades, the market was
stronger and the.buyors-are wan tirg
all kinds. You can get' better re-
sults.on our floor than you can pos-
sibly:de in the barn.
We quote the market as follows:
Traslf, 4 00 to 4 50; common lugs,
475 to r'.‘M; good lugs, 600 to 650;
common leaf, 6 75 to 7 50; melium
leaf, 7 76 to 950; good leaf, 950 to
1000. No fine ;ea! offered.
Send us your tobacco and we will
get you the, highest ,market prices.
Respectfully,
M. H. TANDY gfi CO.
ELOPED AND WED
A Popular Sinking Fork Couple Marry
In Clarksville, Tenn
SINKING FORK, Ky., March .7.
—(Special.)—C. T. Spurlin and Miss
Clora Cooksey, of Sinking Fork,
eloped to Clarksville Wednesday
where they were married.. They left
the parental roof during the night
and went to Hopkinsville where
they took the early train over the
Illinois Central for their Gretna
Green. They returned last :night
and went directly to the groom's
farm where they will reside.
The bride l's a daughter of Melton
CunkseY and thn. groom a son of
Monroe Spitilin. •
SINKING FORK ITEMS.
A cargo of lagrippe has been sail-
ing around and about our little town-
distributing liberally its. dread dis-
ease fanning our people, but we be-
lieve most everyone is on the road to
recovery.
Farmers of this section. are about
through burning plant beds, but are
very busy preparing for a large crop.
Mr. Will Cavanaugh has gone to
Colorado for the rest of the year. His
many friends regret his departure
and wish him much success.
Mr. Elijah Ricketts had the mis-
fortune of losing a fine horse last
week for which he had a few days
before been offered $200 dollars.
Mr. W.C.Stevens will go to Louis-
ville in a short time to purchase a
new stock of spring goods.
Mr. Ben Cook who has been at-
tending school at Bowling (*r€ en for
some time has returned home on ac-
count of ill health.
•
Miss Myna Wood is visiting in
Hopkinsville this week.
Mr. Winford Wood is visiting his
brother at Elkton this week.
Mr. Tom Woosley and daughter.
Miss Sallie, have genet° Mississippi
to spend a few months. •
Mr. Cecil Woosley who has been
at Earlington for some time has re-
turned home. We believe he and
Mr. Eugene Cornelius who was with
him a short while, have decided'
"there is no place like home." ,
Mil and Mrs. S. E. Miller spent
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Susan
Underwood.
What has become of 0. I. C. Your
letters are very interesting and we
would be glad to 'hear from you of-
ten. —BILL.
ST. ELMO ITEMS.
Owing to the recent heavy rain-
fall in this neighborhood travel has
been almost impeded. Ponds are to
be seen everywhere.
Mr. Tom Barker is very low of
pneumonia in both lungs. Two phy-
sicians attend his bedside.
Much sorrow is expressed here by
friends over the death of Mr. Tillie,
who died of pneumonia at his home
near Herndon. He leaves a wife
and two daughters to mourn his
loss. •
Miss Eunice Rives Is the guest of
her aunt, Mrs. Millie Garrott.
Friend i are rejoicing over the re-
covery of Mr. G. S. Vaughan, Who
has been sick since August last.
Rudolph, the little son of Mrs.
Beaumont, has been on the sick list,
but, is much better ait present.
Mr. Less Garrott entertained at a
"Candy Pull" a few friends last
evening. Mrs. Garrott chaperoned
and all present report a most en-
joyable evening.
The amount of pork that was lost
in this section from the last killings
was enormous. Mr. Frank Kelly is
reported to have lost about, one hun-
dred pounds, while others report
similar losses.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rives
a fine baby girl.
Nearly all of the tobacco of this
neighborhood was stripped during
the wet spells.
Hurry girls, and send in your
photos. St. Elmo must be repre-




CERULEAN CAAT. Mrs Nola Hardison, of Alabama.
is the guest of her sister Mrs. Lem
. Davis near here.
T h kiCerulean Springs Storage Co., ,
has !Woken ground for their new' Mrs. W. R. McCorti spent Sunday
in Nortonville.
I Misses Carrie and Nonnie Hen-
drix have retuned from an extend-
ed visit in Lebanon. Tenn.
Mr. Walter Clark,of Madisonville,
visited his aunt, Mks. Nollie Nich-
ols last week.
Mrs. R. L. Keith and son, Dr.Paul
Keith, of Hopkinsville, were here
iiaturday to attend the burial of
Miss Mahala West.
Mr. Ernest Cansler,1 and wife of
Kelly, visited relatives here last
week.
Prof. W. E. Gray,of Hopkinsville,
spent Wednesday here.
Mr. Ernest Brown and sister. Miss
Gertrude Brown, of Fairview, are
visiting friends here.
Mr. Everett Davis has returned
from spending several clays in Nor-
ton dile.
Mrs. Bettie Gray has returned to
her home in Hopkinsville after visit-
ing relatives here.
Miss Lizzie Fruit, of near Hop-
kinsville, is visiting relativps here.
Mrs. Sis Davis. of St. Charles, is
visitink her niece, Mrs. W. E.Keith.
Miss Ethel Renshaw, of Hopkins-
ville, has been* Miss Ophelia Mor-
gan's visitor.
Work is progressing nicely on the
new depot which is being erected
here.
Mrs. E. W. Pratt, Jr., entertained
a six o'clock dinner Tnesday eve,
Feb. 26. in honor of her brother, Mr.
Allen Pratt, of Chicago. Those pre-
sent were Dr. S. H. Williams,
Messrs.M. A. Brown, Will Nichols,




Miss Adeline Lackey, of
who has been studying to be a train-
ed nurse is hente On a vacation.
Mr. Lander Chisholm of this place
has accepted a position in Helena,
Ark.
Miss Pearl Rawlino' who has been
away purchasing her spring goods
has returned home.
Mr. R S. McGehee who has been
In New York for sometime has re-
turned home. , •
Mr. M. L. Levy and W. A. Rad;
ford'have gone to Florida.
Miss Cassey Taylor, of Springfield
is visiting her cousin, Mrs. F. H.
Mason.
Mr. Guy Dority wasin P,vansville
this week.
Mr. T. M. Barker, Jr., who has
been quite ill is reported better.
Mrs. W. W. Garnett is ill with
grip.
CASKY NOTES.
Mrs. Holeman, who has been .vis-
iting her daughter, Mrs: J. F. Ma-
son, for the last ten days, has re-
turned to her home at Springfield,
Tenn.
We are glad to know that Mr. J.
F. Mason, who has been quite ill, is
much improved.
Misses Mabel and Cassie Dillman
returned from Nashville last week
after a visit to relatives and friends.
Misses Andrie Blakeley and Mar-
tha Owen are visiting Miss Mary
Owen this week.
Miss Lillie Green made a flying
visit to Earlington this week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Peden spent
last Saturday and Sunday with her
father's family, Mr. H. B. White.
Miss Mary Jackson is spending
this week in Pembroke visiting rel-
atives.
Born to the wife of Mr. Oscar
White, twin sons.
I Miss Mary Burchette spent last
Saturday and Sunday with her,
nibther. Miss Mary is attending
I school in Hopkinsville.
Mrs. W. H. Burt spent Wednes-
day in Hopkinsville •visitiug her
I brother, Mr. I. P. Duke. ; •
I Mrs. Sarah J. Smith, who has
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. C.
F. Jackson, left last week for Nash-
ville to visit friends.
SINKING FORK NOTES.
The mud, the grip and the Thaw
trial are the general topics of the
neighborhood.
Mr. M. W. Wood has gone to
Trenton to visit his brother.
• Mrs. Ida Vaughan and children,
of Earlington, are visiting here this
week.
Mr.. E: H. Ricketts lost a fine
horse yesterday.
Mr. Beverly Stewart, of Gracey,
spent Saturday night in this vicin-
ity. *MIN
Miss Mimi Wood will leave for
Livingston county this week to 'visit
her mother.
Mr. Ben Cook arrived from Bowl-
ing Green Saturday where he has




The young ladies cf Bethel Col-
lege are looking forward with great
pleasure to the lecture "Back to
Eden," by Mr. Charles Meacham,
which will be delivered in the col-
lege chapel. Friday evening, March
8, at eight o'clock. The friends of
the faculty and stpdents are cordial-
ly invited to be present.
Miss Lizzie Lou Alexander re-
turned to the college Sunday, after
several days illness at the home of
Mrs. J. H. Dagg.
Misses Louise and Mary Carr en-
tertained a few friends Saturday
evening, March 2nd,in honor of Miss
Joe Carr's twelfth birthday. 'The
guests present were Misses Eliza-
beth Jones, Leis Irvan, Virginia
Harris, Mary Bassett, Winifed Lew-
is and Katie Irwin.
Misses Kate Harrison and Mae
Susong were sick with la grippe last
week.
Miss Janie Garrott spent Saturday
and Sunday at her home, near Pem-
broke.
Miss Laurie Thurmond spent Suii-
day at her home, near Gracey.
Miss Annie Virginia Trice IA* able
to attend school again,after a severe
ease of tonsilitis.
Miss Mary Rassett is sick today.
The music pupils gave their
monthly recital in Kalozetic Hall,
Saturday evening, March 2nd. The
program follows:
1. Piano Solo. "Spring Dawn."
Mason Miss Annie Hamner
2. Piano Solo "Song of the
Woodmen." Lynes
....... ....Miss Bessie Gary
3. Piano Solo. .."Shepherds . "
All and Maidens Fair. Nev.-
irr MiSlit Lois Irvan
4. Piano Solo. ``,..L'Aralanche"
Heller.... .Misa Gertrude Gary.
5. Piano Solo. "Brilliant Valse.
Lynes . .Miss Katie
6. Reading. "Life and Works
of Richard WamgnisesrE."the.l. .....
Deeper'





8. Piano Solo. "Mazur k a . ' '
Lyon. .Miss Ileyne Edwards
9. Vocal Solo. "A May Morn- I
ing." Denz Miss Ethel Stowe
10. Napo Solo. Au Mat i n . '




IN EVERY COUNTY IN DISTRICT
ON MAY 18
Only One of the Committeeman Fa-
vored Primary Which Was What
Mr. Ferguson Wanted.
As stated Saturday in a srecial
despatch to the Kentucky New Era,
the Democratic committee from the
First railroad commissioners dis-
trict,- called mass county 'conven-
tions for May.18 and a district con-
vention for May 21 in Henderson.
There was no opposition to the con-
vention, except from Sam T. Spald-
ing., the committeeman from!). .the
Fourth congressional distritit, who
favored a primary. All tge com-
mitteemen were present in- person
and by proxy as follows:
First district, Mott Ayres; Second
district, R. B. Bradley; Third dis-
trict, G. W. Boark; Fourth district,
Sam T. Spalding; Eleventh district,
J. F. Hawn (proxy).
One county in the Eleventh dis-
trict is included in the thirty-nine
in this railroad district. All five of
the candidates for railroad eommis-
aloner were on hand, namely: Judge
Bunk Gardner, Mayfield; G. W.
Landram, Smitbland; McD. Fergus-
on, Paducah; Lawrence Finn,
Franklin; W. H. Southall, Hopkins-
ville.
Mott Ayers' presided as chairman
and R. B. Bradley as secretary.
Sam T. Spalding, of the Fourth, of-,
fered a resolution calling for a pri-
mary on May 4, but there was no
second. It was stated that, McD.
Ferguson was the only one of the
candidates who favored a primary
and that he wag behind the Spald-
ing resolution. ,However, at the
conclusion of the session all Of them
announced themselves as perfectly
agreeable to the committee's action.
R. B. Bradley offered the resolu-
tion and call for a convention.which
was unanimously adopted, as Spald-
ing came over to the majority.
The call provides for a 1111tES-0011-
ventiou in each of the thirty-nine
counties on May 18 at 1 o'clock in
the afternoon to select delegates to
the district convention to be held on
May 21 in Henderson at 2 p. m.- The
basis of representation is one dele-
gate vote for every 200 Votes orfrac-
tion thereof cast -in the last presi-
dential election. Among the visit-
ors and interested ones in attend-
ance were Hon. Gerald Finn,Frank-
lin ; Dr. Milton Board,Hopkinsville;
A. L. Brand, Mayfield; C. M. Finn.
Oweneboro, and John T. Orayott. of
Smitirland.
A Noble Womari Coireu.
It was our pleasure and good for-
tune more than thirty years ago. to
locate as near neighbors to the fam-
ily of J. A. B. Johnion, w'ho .died
'many years' ago at his home oti
Fourteenth street hi this city, leav-
ing to mourn his untimely loss an
affectionate wife and two children,
together with a host of friends who
had become endeared to him on ac-
count of his great kindness and
manly bearing toward those about
him.
On last Frith.y morning the Death
Angel again visited this home and
the spirit of this affectionate wife
and mother took its flight to re-unite
with the spirit of that noble-hearted
husband who had preceded her to
the heavenly home.
As neighbors and friends hearts
go out in most tender sympathy
to the son and ilatighter, Charlie
and Mattie, who has been deprived
of a mother's care and guidance.
A true companimi, a .noble and 4siset:
kind-hearted parent, a faithful
Christian, and obliging. neighbor
has been called from our midst to
the higher life, to which divine call
we can only bow and gay: "Thy will
not ours be done."
For the many acts of kindness,
and tokens of love and respect for
the family, by friends and neigh-
bors during their mother's illness,
the hearts of her children go out in
feelings of warmest gratitude.
—C.
CONGRESS ENDS
WASHINGTON. D. C., March 5.
—With a new record for large ap-
propriations and important legisla-
tion the Fifty-ninth Congress ad-
journed yesterday. The total ap-
propriation e aggregate nearly one
billion dollars, which is about one
hundred and ninety-eight million
dollars in excess of the total of the
previous congress.
.1k. $111 '11 Ca IL X AL.
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30c a Peck 
We have just received the Apples that we advertised two weeks ago and although
apples have advanced, we offer them at ch • s ‘xne price, big Red Juicy Fellows at 3 c a Peck
Have another car load of extra fine Seed Potatoes. The Genuine Michigan Early Rose. No
c u • fake about this, they are from Hancock, Michigan. If you buy these potatoes you are certain8
to get a change in your stock and you can get better results. The potato market is booming.
This stock is offered for this week only at 80c a bushel.
FLOUR AND MEAL
Will just say if you want to buy any of the above commodities we have the stocit on hand and the prices
FISH AND VEGETABLES
We have the only established maricet house in the city and carry everything the marliet affords. We are after business..
Inc. Wholesale 0. Retailrocers. Main St
MADE MIRTH AND MUSIC IN MIN-
STREL MONDAY.
Elks Annual Entertainment Was a Huge
Success and Lodge and Public
Were Delighted.
(From Tuesday's Daily)
The annual funfest and frolic of
the B. P. 0. Elks, sparkling with
wit, rich in humor, and bubbling
over with sweet and catchy music,
&lighted a big audience at Hol-
land's opera house last night. It
was one of the most enjoyable per-
formances, professional or amateur,
ever presented in the city and rem-
iniscent humming and whistling of
"Crocodile Isle," "The Good Old
U. S. A," "Sally" and other melo-
dies will fill the air for many days
to come.
The first part was as follows:
S. A. Grubbs, interlocutor.
Comedians on the end-Jack To-
bin. Ben Win free. Tom Underwood,
Buck Anderson, Claude Clark.
Frank Southall, Lawson Flack, Will
Wicks. . • •
No. 1— Local. Song.
4... Traveling  .Tom Underwood
No. 2—Coon Philosophy.
AVLat's the Use a'Knockin'
• •  Ben Win free
No. 3—March Song.
'the Good Old U. S- A 
• .Out; Brannon
No. 4—Comic Song.
Sally . ..... ... .Buck Anderson
No. 5—End Song.
Poor Old Man... . .Claude Clark
No. 6—A Darkey Lamentation.
-My Lovin' Henry ..Frank Southall
No. 7—Tenor Ballad.
When the Bees are in the Hive.
Charles Kincannon
No. 8—Jungle Song.
Crocodile Isle Jack Totin
The stage setting was one of much
attractiveness. It was all special
scenery supplied by Mr.Grubbs, Had'
w.as particularly striking by reason
of fine electric effects. The first row
of the semi-circle, containing the
comedians and singers, was in black
face, and was attired . in handsome
fancy costumes. The rear rows,
which the chorus composed, wore
costly and lovely satin court cos-
tumes, powdered wigs and chapeaux.
The songs, jokes and dances of the
first part were presented with zest
and buoyancy and well attested the
exceptional talent as entertainers of
the various participants.
The olio SVWS excellent. The first
number was a llappy dancing spec-
ialty by Frank Southalf, Ben Win-
ri...,,Dennis Shaw, and Buck An-
dereon, Mr. Southall being featured.
All showed nimble feet and
-Southy's" dancing was never sur-
passed by any professional on the
local stage.
-Then came that "latest European
importation," Sandow (R. B. Spa141-
irg) and Eullaly (Cole Wicks). TWA
was a screamingly funny act. The
make-up of these -men of mighty
muscle- .was a facial nightmare.
and their burlesque stunts kept the
audience in roars of laughter.
Jack Tobin, "the large party," as-
sassinstor of sorrow, -.murderer '51
Melancholy, butcher of the blues,
gave a Wilologne thatIN. sininky, a
"pettedi4l4ittektiartd`sft-aa0atti h o kon es
ilto popular men about town and sang
a couple of parodies. e ,was a great
big hit.
The program was ccnciluded with
a beautiful costume. dtill, in which
intricate and gracelul marching
figures were perfectly executed by
the following gentlemCn:
Ed Clark, Jewell 'Smith, Will
Terry, Jack Tate, Ed Courtney, Ed
Callis, Reese Bell, Dr. Feirstein,
Dave Smith, Robert Mlle, Leslie
P'Pool, Lucian Davis,John Owsley,
Wallace Roper, Murrcill Donaldson,
E. T. Libby. i •
Lebkuecher's orchestra furnished
music for the oceasioki and played
the songs, MI of whiCh :were new,
with finest skill and effectiveness.
The 'local managerbent was in
charge of Claude ORO, James D.
Russell, Dr. Feirstein and A. B. An-
derson.
The show was given uoder the
personal direction of S. A. Grubbs,
president of. the Chicago Minstrel
syndicate, who had Charge of last
year's minstrels. Mr i Grubbs' abil-
ity in this city tranticends .belief.
He did not arrive in this city until
Thursday night, and tip to that time
not a single detail of the show was
known of by -the Elks. But Mr.
Grubbs sized uk the talent and guar-
anteed the committee that the per-
formance would be satisfactory.
Then he and the Elks got to work.
They worked like ojans. There
were rehearsals Friel y aud Satur-
day nights and 
Mon; 
ay afternoon.
There were some doubts and tremb-
ling before the , curtain went up.1
"The show will be ' ali rignt," said
Mr. Grubbs.
It was.
The Christian county executive
committee of the Planters Protective
association held a well attended and
interesting meeting here Monday.
Nearly every distriet in the .eoun-
ty was represented by its committee-
man, and these made reports show-
ing that. the association was in a
most satisfactory donation and that
new names were being added. "
The time of holding the regular
monthly meeting was, changed from
the first Monday in each month to
the third Monday, and another
meeting of the committee will be
held on March 18, making two meet-
ings for this month.
A committee was appointed to
wait on the banks of the city and see
if arrangements could not be made
whereby association members could
secure money at a lower rate of in-




Howard Brame, the liveryman,
lost a valuable horse Saturday after-
noon by drowning. A double team
which had been out on a trip, was
sent to the river for the purpose of
washing the mud off the horses' legs.
The driver, as usual, drove Into the
river at the foot. of Fifth street, the
water being at about it usual depth.
In some manner however one of the
horses become entangled in the har-
ness and was thrown in such a posi-
tion that before it could be rescued
it was drowned. Time horse was
valued at $150.
CI AL. 115 rr 1211.* X • I
%ars the The Kind Yoi Hie Always kip
TO ELLIOTT COUNTY WORDS ABOUT WEED
Hargis
JACKSON, Ky., March 6—After
the attorneys, today, were unable to
reach on agreement on the proper
place to try the Hargis eases, Judge
Csrnes transferred the trials to El-
The hogshead market at this place
I continues to be dull, although re-ceipts were pretty brisk during the
month just closed. Sales were very
!light, there being only 11 hogsheads
I sold during the month and only 754
for the year. The report of the in-
spectors, showing comparative fig-
ures this year and last, Is as follows:
f Receipts past month 666
; Receipts for year .... 1,600
Sales past ,month .
Sales past year  75
All Furs, lades aid
childrens, at half price
Shipments past month 1,197 1,491
Shipments for year... 3,176 2,758
Stock on sale ' 1,767
Stock sold  5
Total stock on hand 1,772 1,845
On the loose floor prices continue
to advance, the highest being reach-
ed last week, when $10 was paid for
some fairly good leaf. Offerings on
this branch of the market continue
to grow day by day, although as yet.
the finer grades are being held back.
Prices ruled as follows:
1906 Trash. 4 25 to 4 75.
' 
low lugs to
.1t, common, 4 76 to 6 60; common to
medium, 5 50 to 625; medium' to
4685 good, 6 26 to 74*); low leaf. 650 to
189 '7" 25 ; common to medium, 7 25 to•8 00;
Ll tuedium to good,8 00 to 1000.
BUSY STORE
The Planters Protective associa-
tion have not yet announced any
sales, but state that receipts at the
association prizing houses have
been the heaviest of any year since
the organization was perfected:
Some hogshead tobacco has been
delivered to the association sales-
rooms.
The date of, the county corhinittee
of the :Dark Tobacco Planters Pro-
tecteive Association has been chang-
ed from the 1 st Monday in each
mnoth to lithe 3rd Monday; next
meeting will be held March 18 th.
To make more room for Spring Goods-we will soon pack and put
away all Cloaks, Furs and Suits, and rather than pack 'em away
will give you ONE MORE CHANCE to buy a Ladies Suit or Cloak
or Child's Cloak at the following reduced prices:
Hall Price
Any ladies or Child's Cloak in the House at Just Half Original Price
Your pick and choice of any Ladies Winter Coat Suit
in the house worth from $16 50 to $25
Choice of any Ladies Winter Coat Suit in the house
















A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
NEW ERA RLD'u, 15 WEST 7TR, ST.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the Postoffice in Hop-
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per year. 
three months  1.26
per week  .104 4
Weekly per year  1.00
" per six months.  .50
FRIDAY, MARCH:8,1907
Advertising Rates..
Transient advertising mast be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearty advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preaching published gratis.
ObituaiT Notices, Resolutions of
Respect, and other similar notices,
five cents per line.
Court Directory.
CIRCUIT CounT—First Monday in
June and fourth Monday_ in Febra-
stry and September.
• QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mon-
days in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL Cox:um—First Tuesday in
April and October.




Corsets, belts and kissing all lead
to consumption,according to the ex-
perts of the ArnericanAnti-Tubercu-
losis league. They are spreading
information to that egetotbroadcast
throughout the country in their cam-
paign to stamp out the plague.
The league advises futher:
Plain, wholesome food. Dainties
and intoxicants should be avoided,
The best, sunniest rooms always to
be used to sleep in.
Plain, durable clothing out of ma-
tetialinot too thickly woven, discard-
ing the follies of fashion, like corsets
and belts that hamper the free move-
spent of the body.
Take a cold bath or a cold rub
slaily. Breathe with the mouth
(dosed.
Devote your whole strength to
yonr work. It gives strength in re-
turn. Seek, however, to perform it
In accordance with the rules of
health. Avoid a bent position in in-
tellectual work. The time for work
and rest should be in proper propor-
Con.
Devote the hours free from work
eo the atrengthening of the body.
Tak* outdoor exercise. Draw in
tong. deep draughts of fresh air
while holding the bands pressed
'tightly against the sides. Become
aceustotned to being in the open air
in unfavorable weather. Ohange wet
slonleing and shoot.
y mastic exercises - epecially
when out of doors - stilted to the con-
ditions of the bedy, together with
tramps on foot, games, moderate cy-
cling, rowing, swimming and the
Lse the best allies in the figia
-with tuberculosis.
tio to bed at a reasonable hour.
Avoid excesses of every sort. They
destroy in a few minutes what has
twell gained. in years. Sham inter-
isyurse with persons suffering from
itifeetious diseases. Don't talk in
she cold air or while walking.
Be careful whom you kiss.
If w really must fortify Hawaii,
ftn. heaven's sake do not put the for-
tifications where the volcanoes will
, spill over to them.
Germany is going to send three
airships to complete in tbe interna-
tional balloon race, but it is not truet
that the kaiser is going to inflate
them with hot air.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Is a powerful, invigorating tonic. impart-
ing health and strength in particular
to the organs distinctly feminine. The
local, womanly health is so intimately
related to the general health that when
diseases of the delicate womanly organs
are cured the whole body gains in health
and strength. For weak and sickly
women who are "worn-out," "run-down"
or debilitated, especially for women who
work in store, office or schoolroom, who
sit at the typewriter or sewing machine,
or bear heavy household burdens, and for
nursing mothers, Ik. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription has proven a priceless
benefit because of its health-restoring
and strength-giving powers.
As a soothing and strengthening nerv-
We. "Favorite Prescription" is un-
equaled and is invaluable in allaying and
subduing nervous excitability, irritabil-
ity, nervous exhaustion, nervous prostra-
tion, neuralgia, hysteria, spasms, chorea,
or St. Vitus's dance, and other distressing
nervoes symptoms commonly attendant
upon functional and organic disease of
the womanly organs. It Induces refresh-
ing sleep and islieves mental anxiety and
despondency.
Cures obstinate cases. "Favorite Pre-
seripsion " is a positive cure for the most
complicated and obstinate cases of "fe-
male weakness," painful periods, irregu-
larities, prolapsus or falling of the pelvic
organs, weak back, bearing-down sensa-
tions, chronic congestion, inflammation
and ulceration.
Dr. Pierce's medicines are made from
harmless but efficient medical roots
found growing in our American forests.
The Indians knew of the marvelous cura-
tive value of some of these roots and im-
parted that knowledge to some of the
friendlier whites, and gradually some of
the more progressive physicians came to
test and use them, and ever since they
have grown In favor by reason of their
superior curative virtues and their safe
and harmless qualities.
Your druggists sell the "FAVORITE Pee
SCRIPTION" and also that famous alters
tive, blood purifier and stomach tonic the
"GOLDEN MgDICAL DISCOVERY." write
to Dr. Pierce about your case. He is an
experienced physician and will treat your
case as confidential and without charge
for correspeedence. Address him at the
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y., of which he is chief con-
sulting physan.
"Still, we don't hear any one mak-
ing a noise like digging a canal,"
says the Baltimore Sun. That's the
beauty of the White house type-
writers. They are practically noise-
less.
Seems fitting that Senator Knox
should defend Senator Smoot against
the charge of Mormonism on the
floor of the upper house. Senator
Knox you remember is from Pitts-
burg.
An astronomer reports a big sun
spot menacing the earth. Probably
carght a flash of Mr. Rockefeller's
unprotected head.
Gen. Kuropatkin intimates that
one reason the Japanese won the
battles in Manchuria WAS that the
Russiens neglected to defeat them.
It's all off. Call in the balloons.
Britisher is going after the North
Pole in an automobile.
While it is gratifying to New York
to see a Democratic, lieutenant
governor IfIce Lewis Stuyvesant
Chanler announcing his determina-
tion to stand by Governor Hughes,
shonld be remembered that when
graft is rampant, no political bar-
riers divide lioneet men.
Spots on the sun are bad enough,
but wait until some one detects spots
en Mark Twain's white dress suit.
•••••••
A Jersey judge rules that a wife
must support her husband" if noel
dent renders him unable to provide
for her. Thought women would be
"handed. something" like this if
she kept butting into the limelight.
It is estimated that. 20,000 tramps
are wintered in Chicago.
• 
A German scientist says that gold
when melted gives off precious
odor. The majority of people like
the smell of it evJen when it is ttn-
melted.
Pitch in and work at something
and you will feel time!, happier than
idling the hours away in fruitless
speculation.
Japan can get even with us for for-
tifying the Hawaiian islands by put-
ting a wire fence around Formosa.
King Edward draw more revenue
in interest on American securities
Is it the idea to jolly Japan along than eleorge III. ever extracted
until we get the Panama canal built? from the American colonies.
KEN NEW P.
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON X, FIRST QUARTER, INTERNA.
TIONAL SERIES, MARCH 10.
Text of the Lesson, Gen. xxv1, 12-25.
Memory Verses, 16. 17—Golden Text,
Matt. 1-, 0 — Coattnentary Prepared
.by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
[Copyright, 1907. by American Pre ks Association.]
That we should be asked to omit all
these intervening chapters and spe-
cially. chapters xxli and xxiv seems
too bad indeed, and we simply can't
do It and have the mind of God. The
weakness and wickedness of man are
seen in Abraham's sinning again be-
cause he gave way to thoughts and
fears (xx, 11). The birth of Isaac
when his father Abraham was 100
years old, the casting out of Hagar
and Ishmael, the angel's care of Ha-
gar and the uew name of God, the
everlasting God (El-olam), are found in
xxi. Chapter xxii gives us the most
wonderful picture in the whole Bible
of the father offering up his only
son, the father carrying the fire and
the knife, and the boy carrying the
wood and asking, "Where is the lamb
for a burnt offering?" Abraham re-
ceiving Isaac back from the dead in a
figure (Heb. xl, 19) on the third day,
and on Mount Moriah, where the foun-
dation of Solomon's temple was after-
ward laid; the ram offered in Isaac's
stead, the new name of the place (Je-
hovah Jireh, the Lord will see or pro-
vide). The union of the two previous
separate promises concerning the seed
as the sand end as the stars and many
other wonders of grace and glory
make us sorry to pass such a chapter.
Chapter xxiii tells of the death of
Sarah, the purchase of the cave of
Machpelah and her burial there at
Hebron. In chapter xxiv we have
such a fascinating foreshadowing of
the Holy Spirit telling of the riches
of the Father who gave all His wealth
to His only Son that He may obtain
a bride for that Son. Chapter xxv
tells of the death of Abraham and his
burial by Isaac and Ishmael in the
cave ot Machpelah, the birth of Jacob
and Esati and how the latter sold his
birthright for a mess of pottage.
Our lesson chapter opens with Isaac
sojourning with the Philistines in-
stead of at the well of Him that liveth
and seeth (Gen. xvi, 14, margin; xxv,
11) because of a famine in the land.
The Lord blessed him there and con-
firmed the promise to Abraham of a
blessing to all nations and gave him
the star end of the promise, the dust
of the earth or-sand portion being aft-
erward given to jaeob (xxviii, 14).
We find Isaac falling into his father's
sin of calling his wife his sister, lest
he should be killed for her sake, and,
as In his father's ease, reproved by a
heathen king. Yet God bore with His
erring child and cared for himsaud
blessed him for His 'Own name's sake
In spite of his sin. "If we believe not.
He abideth faithful. He cannot deny
Himself" (H Tim. II, 13). The un-
changeable faithfulness of God is our
only resting place (Mal. 1. 2: lie 6).
In verse 3 we hear God saying to him,
-I will be with thee and will bless
thee," and in verse 12 we read, "And
the Lord bleed ,him," and the next
two verses fell something of the ex-
tent of the blessing. There is nothing
that can compare with the blessing of
the Lord which niaketh rich and to
which our toil can add nothing (Pros'.
x. 22, B. V.). In Isaac's case it brought
a hundredfold, but in Israel the prom-
ise was that if they kept the Sabbath
year the ground would give a three
years' harvest in the sixth year (Lev.
xxv, 20, 21). The bidssing upon the
lad's five loaves multiplied them suf-
ficiently to feed perha 10,Cflo pe(e)le,
and what about the draft of fishes in
Luke v and Jolla XKi after tie, nights..
of frultles4 toil? Is not His blessing
everything? But It will always pro-
voke envy and opposition and even
persecution, as in verses 14 and 15.
This. we are taught to expect fOr His
sake (John xv, 18-21; xvi, 1-31, and if
„we receive it in a proper spirit lie will
be rnagnifiel.
Where we are not wanted It is not
wise to site-. so Isaac, being request-
ed to move on, did so (verses 10 and
17). and he evidently did so very meek-
ly, without any arsuing or talking
back. James and John would have
burned up a town on one occasion if
they had been .perinitted. because nei-
ther they nor their Master was want-
ed in that town (Luke ix. 52-56).
Isaac began to reopen his father's
wells, which the Phflistines had stop-
ped and filled with earth after the
death of Abraham, but as fast as he
reopened them the Philistines claimed
them.- and he,. wittkeut eellfe, _yielded
MARCH 8. 1,17
ithe first two. it is net °fir war, as a
rule, to take such injustice meekly.
Much trouble has oftes come from les!!
provocation. Isaac meekly reopened
a third, and they did not claim that,
so he said, "Now there is room for us
all." But who of us would have act-
ed so? We next find him at Beer-
sheba (the well of the oath), and the
Lord appeared to him the second time.
saying. "Fear not; for I am with, thee
and will bless thee" (verses 24, 25).
Then( he built an altar and worshiped.
and his servants (lug another well.
I Now note the sequel to his yielding
the wells. Those who had driven
him away- from them came to him; de-
siring to make a eovenAnt with him.
They come with a. lot of talk that does
not sound true (29), but Isaac does not
notice it, and we better not. But what
we do notice is their testimony to God
as seen in Isaac--"We saw certainly
that the Lord was with thee" (28).
now much are we willing to bear that
nod may be seen in us? The same day
that Isaac received these men kindly
his servants brought him word that they




No woman s nappi
ness can be complete
without children; it
is her nature to love
and want them
as much so as it is
to love the beau-
tiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
remedy is always ap-
plied externally, and
has carried thousands
of women through the
trying crisis without suffering.
Send for free book containing information of
priceless value to all expectant mothers.




I Jingle verses for our "ALMO"
Jingle .Book. and we want them
now. We will pay ten dollars each for the ones that we use.
"ALMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
into the washbowl every day will
work w mders with your complex-
What More Can Hopkinsville People ion in a few days. Treats the
Ask skin wlaile you wash. Opens and
purifies every pore. Cleanses and
t beautifies. Refines the skin Isantiseptic, pure and soothing.FREE! If you have never used 'ALMO" we will send you a /
I
full size dollar botttleoFelteEntEsapneinparetocepilyt of this aedavztifsuelr peanrttiacuud_
FR EE 
six w
Jars about "ALMO" Jingle Verses.
FORD C. FORD, 56 FIFTH AV., CHICAGO, ILL.
When well-known residents and
highly-respected pecfple of 'Hopkins-
ville make such statements as the
following, it must carry conviction
to every reader:
W. H. West, stock raiser, city
constable and collector, living at 849
W. 7th St.. says: "I suffered for
years with kidney and bladder
troubles, and in consequence was i)
subject to a great deal of pain. There •
was a heavy, dull aching in the •
small of my back over my right hip •
and extending down over the blad-
der. The pain became especially
severe if I should stir around or re-
main-long on my feet. The difficulty •
of the kidney secretions annoyed me •
at all times. They are scanty, irreg- •
ular, and the passages 'were accom- •
plished with a burning sensation. 4)
I heard so much said Doan's Kid- •
ney Pills that .I got a box, and gave •
them altrial. I found that they ben- •
efitted Inc in every way, so much so •
••••••94444444444-e.**4•46.044444444+4444-••••••••••••••4444.0
that I have taken the opportunity
on several occasions to recommend
them to my friends, and will con-
tinue to do so. You may refer to
me as having used your remedy with
good results, and I hope that it will
be the means of relieving others who
may be suffering from that common
complaint-, kidney trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 •
cents. Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name — Doan's —
and take no other.
--
The Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.
There is a disease prevailing in this












C••• ed blood will at-WO .
tack the vital organs, causing catarrh of
the bladder, or the kidneys themselves
break down and waste away cell by cell.
Bladder troubles almost always result
from a derangement of the kidneys, and
a cure is obtained quickest by a proper
treatment of the kidneys. If you are feel-
ing badly you can make no mistake by
taking Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, the
great kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
It correct ),inability to hold urine and
pain in passing it, and over-
comes that unpleasant necessity of being
compelled to go often through the day-,
and to get up many times during the
nieht. The mild and the extraordinary
effect of Swamp-Root is soon realized.
It stands the highest for its wonderful
cures of the most distressing cases.
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and is
sold by all druggists in fifty-cent and
one-dollar sirs bottles. You may have a
sample bottle of this wonderful new dis-
covery and a book that tells all about it,
both sent free by mail. Address, Dr. Kil-
mer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When
writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper. Don't make Any
mistake, but remember the name, S wam p-
Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the






• Don't Wait 'Til •• •••
•••••••• .••
• Let me do your work now You can pay •
• •
• for it later. If you likc, we can arrange •
• this for you •
• •
• 
Call and see me, want to sell you some •
nice tank hose, force fetcl lubricators and




Time to Have Your
ENGINE REPAIRED.
A few Drops of "ALMO" \
In the washbowl now and
then,
Means a fine complexion.






CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
•
Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
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The Largest Conservatory
of Music in the World
20th Century Method of Teaching.
A new, simplified, short and easy method of learning musk on the
piano, organ, violin, mandolin or guitar. We taach in one ear what
requires three years to learn the old way. We furnish free all music
and instruction books. We guarantee results. We are endorsed by
famous musicians. We have over five thousand unsolicited testimon-
ials. We teach you for less money than any other conservatory or
teacher. We instruct you at your home. Our course is absolutely
thorough and plain enough for an eight-year-old child. We graduate
you in music and give you a diploma at completion of course. Our
terms are easy and within the reach of all. One of our class organizers
will call and give full explanation of our methods, terms, etc. With
the Violin, Guitar or Mandolin course we give you as a premium
 one
of our beantiful $20.00 instruments free of charge. References
, any
bank, Bradstreet or Dun's commercial records.
International Conservatory Of Music
Capital Stock $100,000. St. Louis, Mo., Dallas, Tex.,
Atlanta, Ga., Portland, Ore.
A. S. SMITH, SPECIAL AGENT FOR STATE OF KENTUCKY
ADDRESS, BOX 140, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Capable Salesmen Wanted, Salary or Commission
,,,,•••.••••••••••
Be Happy! Be Happy! Be Wise! Be Wise
Scll Your Tobacco on Abanathy's Loosc Floor
Close up the year's business. It will cost you 25 per 100 pounds to sell on the Loose 
Floor.
What does it cost you to sell elsewhere? And? And? And?
Results on Loose Floor: Correct Weights, Highest Prices, Cash Returns, No Hereafter,





A New Orleans woman was thin.
Because she did not •extract sufficient
nourishment from her food.
She took Scott's Emulsion.
Result:
She gained a pound a day in weight
gloom of sick-headache and bilious-
ness. They do not gripe or sicken.
Recommended and said here by
L. L. Elgin and Anderson-Fowler
Drug Co., Inc.
Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
B. F. Crocker, Esq., now 84 years
of age, and for twent years Justice
of Peace at Martinsburg,Towa, says:
"I am terribly afflicted with .spiatic
rheumatism in my left arm and
right hip. I have used three bottles
of Chamberlin's Pain Balm and
It did we lots, of good." For
sale by Anderson-Fowler Drug
Drug Co. (Incorporated) the leading





Sheriff Tom Rhea and Deputy
Sheriff Latham, of Logan county,
spent last night here en route to the
Eddyville peeitentiary with John
Sacra who was given a twenty-year
sentence at Ittesellville yesterday
assault upon Mary Gladder. in
that county hi .1ay, 1905—the crime
for whicli Guy T.:on and Polk,
Fletcher were hainged.
The citizens of Logan county wer
very, much displeased with the ver-
dict and Sheriff Rhea stated last.
night that strenuous efforts had to
be put ford* in e.rder to keep the an-
gry people from 4ynehing Sacra, and
at one time during the day it was
thought they would surety take him
from the guards and hang him de-
spite the sentence of the law. Final-
ly he was landed sale in the jail and
no time was lost in getting him out
of Russellville and to the peniten-
tiary. Had he remained in Russell-
ville last night it 1.3 very probable
that a most deterthined effort would
have been made to lynch him. •
The officers also had with them a
negro who had been :sentenced to
five years.
"It is the little rift within the lute
which ever widening, makes the
innate mute." It is just a little rift
in the health of a woman often,
which gradually takes the spring
from her step. the light from her
eyes, the rose from her cheek, and
the'music from her voice.. Perhaps
the bug-bear Ns hich .lnis frightened
the woman from the ' timely help
neede,i at the beginning has ben
the dreaded questions, the obnox-
ious examination, the local treat-
ments, of the , home physicians.
There is no need for these. Nor is
Ciere need for continued sitffering.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite • Prescription
can be relied on by every woman
suffering from what is called "fe-
male proubles," to renew the health
and (etre the disease. Women are
astonished at the results of the use
of this medicine. It not only makes
weak women "robust and rosy
checked," , but it gives them back
the vigor and vitality of youth. This
is not a "patent medicine" but a
prescription of known 6omposition
in which pure triple-refined glycer-
ine is used instead of alcohol. Each





tatty Taft-announced his purpose of
.1111)GX WILL/AM H.
paying another vislt to Cuba to look
In- himself into the, conditions there
and compare them with those he
left in Havana when he quitted the
city last. fall. The secretary will
make this trip early in April next,
stopping at Havana on;hia voyage
from or to the: Isthmus, whichever
may be more convealent. -
The s c..re.tary i !roust' er to inquir-
ies as to the prospects of 'a with-
drawal of the. American forca in
Cuba, indicated that the date would
be determine" entirely hy the com-
plete restoration of order and t?e-
monstration of the fact that a peace-
ful and fair Election could be held.
We offer One Hundred Dollars
Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be.. cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CH.EN E y & CO.,
Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years.
and believe him perfectly honorable
In all business triansactions and
financially able. to carry out any obli-
gations made by his firm.
& MARVIN,.
Wholesale Druggists, Tolecto,O.
Halt's Catarrh Cre is taken in-
ternally. acting di ec9y upon the
blood and mucous lsurfaces of the
system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75c per bottle. Sold by all
Druggist.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Mrs. Carrie Johnson, widow of the $10.00 Tobacco.
late J. A. B. Joheson, died this A ten dollar bill represents time
morning at her home on Liberty amount per 100 pounds I got for
St. of pneumonia and an asthmatic some good tobacco this week on our
c.onplication. She was about sixty loose floor. Now that price is about
years of age and an excellent Christ- i•the proper thing and some more of
inn woman who was loved by all you farmers can do just as well as
who knew her. She was a membe. this. Try it, and see. I am selling
of the Methodist church. Two lots of it at $8.50 to $9.50. Common
children, Charles and Miss Mattie $7.00 to $6.00 and lugs $4.75 to $6.00.,
Johnson survive her. The funeralTrash $4.25 to $4.75. You can very
thfev‘t,hhinugndforerd ypoouur snedlsf bybrijigiwill take place 'Sunday 
afternooneasil test 
na
at the late residence, conducted by each glade of your crop and offering
Rev. _A. P. Lyon. Interment in it. Demand for your tobacco and
Riverside Cemetery. 1 competition is what sets the price on
I your tobacco. You know there is a
Little globules of sunshine that demand for every ounce raised.. but' 
drive the clouds away. Be Witt's s‘ce.hetroencatneylouosfelf tocrompetition ex-
Little Early Risers will scatter the Nale days Tuesday and Friday.
Yours Truly,
H. H. ABERNATHY. s
-
How to Remain Young
To continue young in health and
strength, tio as Mrs. N. F. Rowar,
McDongugh, Ga.. did. She says:
"Three tbottlea of Electric Bitters I
cured me of chronic liver and atom-
iteli trouble, complicated with such
an unhealthy ceindition of the blood
that my skin ttirned red as flannel
I am now practjcaIly 20 years young-
er than before 1 took Electric Bit-
ters. I can nos* do all my work with
ease and assist in my husband's
store." Guaranteed at Cook clE Hig-
gins and Cook's Pharmacy, Drug
stores. Price 50c.
The State Farmers" Institute clos-
ed its business Thursday afternoon
after m session of three days In Shel-
byvilie,-and the results are regarded
as highly satisfactory to those who
conducted it.
At. the meeting the following offic-
ers 4)f the state farmers' institute:.
were re-elected for the ensuing year:
' President—H. M. Froman, Ghent. I
First V lee President—M. 0. Hugh-
le:, Bowling Green.
Seeond Vice President— II. K.
Hart, Flemingsburg.
Seeretdry • Clarence Louis-
viiie.
Treasurer-C. M. Han ma, Cropper.
'Several organizations of allied in
terests were formed. . •
'The Kentucky Swine Breedeu-•
association was organized with the
following officers.: Charles Wheeler,
Buechel, president; J. Lewis Let-
erle„ Harrod's "Creek, vice fresi-
dew, and M. W. Neal, Louisville.
secretary. The executive commil -
tee is composed of seven members,
one from each appellate district.
.A separate organization was form-
ed by the raisers of the Berkshire
bred of hogs to be known as the
Kentucky State Berkshire associa-
tion. The 'officers are as follows: J.
Lewis Let terle, Harrod 's Creek,
president; J. G. Yeager, Shelbyville
vice president; G. Murrell. Middle-
ton, Shelbyville, secretary, and A.
P. P. Shropshire, Centerville, treas-
urer.
The Kentucky State Dairymen's
association was organized with near-
ly- a hundred charter members. A
constitution and by-laws were adopt-
ed, and the following officers were
elected: Dr. H D. Rodmann, She),
bl• county, president; F. M. Gray,
Elizabethtown, vice president, and
J. J. Hooper, of the Kentuckystate
experiment station, seoretary and
treasurer. • '
The election of two members of
the state board of agriculture from
the First and Third districts to suc-
ceed W. T. Harris, of Morganfield,
and Guthrie M. Wilson, of Bards-
town, was preceded by some lively
skirmishing before the ballots were
taken. The elections resulted:
First district—G. M. McGrew, of
Livingston county. His opponents
were J. B. Walker, of Christian
county and P. 0. Inglehart, of Un-
ion county.
Third. district—Guthrie M. Wil-
son, of Nelson county. His name
was the only one pres6nted, the oth-
er candidates hating withdrawn.
Chamberlin's Cough Remedy is Both
Agreeable and Effective.
Chamberlin 'a Cough Remedy has'
no superior for coughs, colds and
croup,and the fact that it is pleasant
to take and contains nothing in any
way injurious has made it a favorite
with mothers. Mr. W. S. Pelham,
a metchant of Kirksville, Iowa,
says: "For more than twenty years
Chamberlin's Cough Remedy has
been my. leading Remedy for all
throat troubles. It is especially suc-
cessful in cases of croup. Children
like it and my customers who have
used it will not take any other.r
For sale by Anderson Fowler Drug
Co.(Inc) the leading Drug Store, 9th
andMain. St., Hophinsville Ky.
LAND SURVEYS—We make sur-
veys of farms, and maps, showing
all division fences, roads, water
courses, houses, barns, etc., and ex-
act number of acres in each field
Old or indefinite property lines
found. Our prices are reasonable
and the absolfite accuracy of the
work is guaranteed. Meacham Con-
struction Co., (Inc )1307 S. Main St.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Greatest Blood Purifier
If your blood is impure, thin-, dia-
easd, 'hot or full of humors, if you
have blood poison, cancer, carbun-
cles, eating sores, scrofula, eczema!
itching, risings and bvmps, scabby.
pimply skin, bone pains, catarrh
rheumatism, or any blood or skin
disease, take Botanic Blood Rahn
(B. B. B,). Soon all sores heal
aches and pains stop and the blood
is made pure and rich. Druggist or
by xprese $1 per large bottle 3
bottles for $2.50 or 6 bottles for $5760.
Sample free by writting Blood Balm
Co., Atlanta, Ga. B. B. B. is especi-
ally advised for chronic, deep-seat-
ed oases, as it cures after all else
falls.
Face and Feet Covered—Rest
BroLn and Would Cry Until Tired
Out — "Cradle Cap" Added to
Baby's Torture— Tries Cttticura
Soap and Cuticura Ointment.
IMMEDIATE RELIEF
AND SPEEDY CURE
atly baby was about nine months
old when she had rash on her face and
feet. Her feet seemed to irritate her
most, especially
nights. They would
cause her to be
lmoken of her rest,
and sometimes she
would cry until she
was tiredout. I had
always used Cuti-
cura Soap myself,
and had heard of so
many cures by the
Cuticura Remedies
that I thoiight I
would give them a
Wel. The improve-
mentwasnoticeable
in a few hours, and before I had used
one box of the Cuticura Ointment her feet
were well and have nev6r troubled her
since. I 'also used it to remove what
is known as "cradle cap" from her
head, and it worked like a charm as it
cleansed and healed the scalp at the same
time. Now I keep Cuticura Ointment
on hand in cam of any little rash or
insect bites, as it takes out the inflam-
mation at once. Perhaps this may be
the meanie el helping other suffering
babies. Mrs. Hattie Currier, Thomas-
ton, Me., June 9, 1906."
Consisting of Cuticura, Soap
Ointment and Pills.
A single set is often sufficient to cirre
the most torturing, disfiguring, itching,
burning, and scaly humors, eczemas,
rashes, and irritations, with loss of
hair, from infancy to age, when all
other remedies and even ;he best physi-
cians fail. Guaranteed absolutely pure.
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants, Children. and Adults con-
sists of Cuticura Soap (25e.) to Cleanse the Skin.
Cuticuta0intment_(50c.) to Heal the skin, and Cuti-
cura leesolvent (50c.). (In the form of Chocolate
s•ated Pills. 25e. per vial of 6W to Purify the Blood.
Bold throughout the world. Potter Drug lc Chem.
Corp.. Sole Prom, Boston, Maw.




rtr-nn..•• and beant:fies t!JA halt.
ri 'it.. tes a luturiaut growth.
INC7.` Pails to Restore Gray
E.air to its Youthful Color.
Cures male diseases & hair falling.
L0e, and Slit, at Druggists
antop Sts., Hopt insville, Ky
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WE HAVE MADE ARRANOEMENIS WHEREBY WEi CAN
OFFER THE FOLLOWING CLUBS FOR A LIMITED 'TIME
WeeLly New Era and the Daily St Louis
Democrat (except Sunday) 1 year.
\Veekly New Era and Daily Louisville Herald
(except Sunday) for one year.
New Era and the Weekly Courier-
Journal for one year.
Present Subscribers Can Take Advantage of This Offer by Pay-
ing All Arrearages, if Any, and Paying for One Year in Advance













NEW ERA, HOPKINSNILLE, KY. I
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A special from Nashville, Tenn.,
announces that Mrs. M. C. Goods
lett, founder of the United Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy, and . one of
the most distinguished women of
the south, is ill at her horpe and fear
is entertained that she .will not re-
cover. I She has many relatives
and friencis in Hopkinsville. Mrs.
Goodlett's summer home is near
Trenton.
She is a unique type of the old
time southern woman. She is a de-
scendant of two aristocratic fami-
lies of the old world, the Douglases
of Scotland and the Meriwethers
of England.
Her cousin, Captain Edward Mer-
iwether, was the first Confederate
killed on Kentucky soil, being shot
when an escort to General. N. B.
Forrest, just before the ,battle of
Fort Donelson.
Mrs. Goodlett was president of the
Ladies' auxiliary of the Nashville
Confederate home in 1890, and it
was at her request that the name
was changed to Daughters of Con-
federacy on May 10, 1892. Her death
would be sincerely mourned all over
the south land.
Saved Her Son's Life.
The happiest mother in the little
town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs.S. Ruppee.
She writes: "One year ago my son
was down with such serious lung
trouble that our physician was un-
able to help him; when, by our drug-
gist's advice T began giving him Dr.
King's New Discovery, and I soon
aoticed improvetnent. I kept this
treatment up for a few weeks when
the was perfectly well. He has work
ell steadily since at carpenter work.
Dr. King's New Discovery saved his
tile." Guaranteed best cough and
cold cure by Cook & Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy, Druggists. 50
slid $1.00. Trial bottle free.
.iMAYSVILLE, Ky.. March 2.-
Mrs. Mary Dunn was found dead in
bed this morning. Her husband was
sick in bed and unable to notify
neighbors. Two little sons, both
nearly starved, were in the house,
and there was neither fuel 'nor food
en the place.
The winds of March have no terror
to tile,. user of De Witt's Carbolized
Ntg'itch Hazel Salve. It quickly heals
i•tuspped and cracked skin. Good
too, for boils nd burns, and un-
sloubtedly the Wed relief for Piles.,





Mrs. Stonewall Morris. of Hop-
- kinsville and Mr. J. B. Tandy. of
• Earlington, are visitiug the family
of Mr. W. W. Eddins, of Pembroke
. _Miss Gretta Eddins, of Meadow
Brook, is visiting Miss Lula Rusk,
Hopkinsville, this week.-Fair-
view.
GAM. 4§21.411,4011. 4111.4110, 4AG ..,11-At...a I
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An order issued by the postmaster
general effective March 1 provides
for the passage of post cards with a
written message on the left hand
.portion of the address side at the
reguldr. one-cent rate. Heretofore
where the reverse side has been tak-
en up with pictures laving ni) room
for a message the gevernment has
exacted a charge of two cents for its
passage through the mails with a
message written on the front. The
new rule does not affect ordinary
postarcards, on the address side of
which no message is allowed.
i'he postoffice authorities believe
they have hit on a plan to stop the
system of "chain prayers" which
hasibeen in operation through the
mails for about four years. The Nan
of the "chain" has been for a person
to se id a prayer to some person with
the r quest that he send a like letter
to nine other persons under penalty
of having some misfortune befall
him and thus the system has spread.
The inspectors are now following the
plan of reprimanding those who re-
ceive and send these letters, when
they can be discovered. The postal
authorities and the police have been
appealed to break up the system.
The chain-workers cannot be prose-
cuted for using the mails, but it is
believed the present plan of repri-
mand will result in breaking the
chain.
F. J. Haskin, a special correspon-
dent, telling of a class of boys at
Central college, Danville,m the 50's,
including:Joe Blackburn, Jas. B.
McCreary, Adlai Stevenson, John
Young 'Brown, W. C. P. Breckin-
ridge, Thos. T. Crittenden, writes:
Another of that noted class was
"Quinine Jim", McKenzie, whose
death not long Since was the occa-
sion for mourning in every malarial
section of the nation. "Quinine
Jim" earned hisiname and fame be-
cause, as a mernber of '.congress ho
reduced the duty on quinine, bring-
ing the price down from two dollars
an ounce to a few cents. For this
the ague distriet& canonized him.
McKenzie was one of the best story,
tellers who ever lived, and it was an
open secret that when Proctor Knott
was governor of Kentucky he made
"Quinine Jim" secretary of state
Twenty-One Hogsheads Purchased In
Trigg and Sold at Clarksville,
Rolled Down Bank.
KuTTAWA, Ky., March. 1.-The
news has reached here that twenty-
one hogsheads of tobacco were rolled
into Cumberlahd river at Rockcastle,
Trigg county, Wednesday night by
"Night Riders."
The tobacco was fished out and re-
ctvered, but greatly damaged, says
the report. The tobacco was on the
river bank, for shipment to Clarks-
ville, having been purchased by an
Independent firm of that city from
the farmers of the Rockcastle sec-
tion of Trigg county.
Mr. D. N. Walker, editor of that
,
s.iicy journal, the Enterprise,
(Louisa, Va., says: "Iran a nail in
my foot last week and at once ap-
plied Bucklen's Arnica Salve. No
inflammation followed; the salve
simply I ealed the wound." Heals
every sore, burn and skin disease.
Guaranteed at Cook & Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy Druggists. Price
25c.
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 2.-It
Is not officially stated but regarded
as certain that troops will be sent
to Jackson, Monday, to remain dur-
ing the Hargis trial. •
•
Kodol digestenwhat you eat and
quickly overcomes Indigestion,
which is a forerunner of, Dyspepsia.
it, is made in strict conformity to the
National Pure Food and Drugs Law
and is sold on a guarantee relief
plan. Sold by L. L. Elgin and And-
erson-Fowler Drug Co., Inc.
just to have a good story teller and The funeral services over the re-
a good listener near at hand. mains of Mrs. Carrie Johnson will
I be held tomorrow afternoon at 2:80
In a letter krom,-,Catliz„ Spain, to o'clock at the late residence on
his paper, the Courier Journal, Col- South Liberts, street. IntermPht
onel Henry Wattbrson takes his will taker place in _Riverside ceme-
readers to his confidence as to the tery.
type of female beauty which he pr?-
COMMERCIAL
The young man that
I has this account had
0
• for years intended to
• 
• to save, but looked as
• if he could not. He
• received a nice salary
and in addition has an
income that this state-
: ment represents.
• When the Commer-
•
• cial & Savings bank
open ed he owed a
note of two years'
• standing for $55 that






Remarking that he could not find 
ment cures rheumatism and neural- •
the "sights" about Cadiz that in-
spired the magnificent apostrophe I
of Byron be adds:, "The things that
inspired the great English bard are 
no longer visible to the naked. eye, 
I
If ever they existed outside thei‘
poet's fancy. I must confess that
the Andalusian type was never very
fetching to me. I much prefer the
dizzy , blondes. But don't ispu tell
anybody. Indeed the -Spanish girls
are beginning to affect brisk dust, row. To one and all,the dear, We,- '
so_that the dye stuffs of the Titian ful physicians, the wise ministering
variety have gone up in the market pastor, and untiring. self saeraticing
hi the last few years. friends, we tender our heartfelt
"Howbeit, the streets of 'Cadiz on thanks.
a Sunday afternoon are filled with
comely, well-dressed women, whilst
of 'dark-eyed pouris' half hid by
black veils there were a plenty."
The new baseball rules were ad-
opted as they -came from sthe com-
mitee by the N tional League. After
making some ratter changes the
cd that rule 14
harles Wand- ng, of Owe
nsboro,ommitee reprte 
in the city. should read, that only the pitcher be•
Miss Eula Richards is at Thom- -
sonville visiting her sister, Mrs. P.
t. Sallee.
Mr. and Mrs-. W. H. Kennedy and
daughter, of Paducah, are visiting
In the city.
Miss Bessie Richards is a guest of
: Mrs. John W. Garnett near Hell.
t
• Mrs. H.A. Hardison, ofNashville,
Tenn., is visiting .the family of her
• lather, Judge W. P. Winfree.
" Mrs. Austin Peay, of Clarksville,
. is guest of Mr. E. M. Flack's
'family.
Henry Frankel, T. M. Jenes and
J. H. Anderson, all of whom have
. been In New York for several weeks
archasing spring goo ds for. their
. stores, have returned.
i Miss Ida Allen Kennedy, of the
+ Palace millinery store, has returned
_ from eastern markets.
es
You should be very careful of your
bowels when you have a cold. Near-
ly all other cough syrups are consti-
pating, especially those containing
opiates Kennedy's Laxative Cough
Syrup moves the bowels-contains
NO opiatcs. Conforms to National
Pure Food and Drugs Law. Bears
the endorsement of mothers every-
where. Children like its pleasant
taste. Sold by,L. L. Elgin and And-
erson-Fowler Drug Co., Inc.
allowed to take the gloss of is new
ball. No othe4layer may do so
under a penaltS of $.'") fine for each
offense. t-
Rule 51 Sect4u 10 pertaining to tin -
man at the tat,lwas amended to read
that the batsman shall be declared
out if he stops from one bateman's
box to the other after the pitcher
has taken his piosition in the pitCh-
er'e box. Other changes are:
If a catcher interferes with a bats-
man while striking at a pitched ball,
the batsman becomes a baserunner.
If there are two baserunners and
one passes another in an endeavor to
make a run while the first baserun-
ner is being "tagged," the baserun-
ner who passes is to be declared out.
Hereafter the umpires shall an-
nounce the plays that the are to
rule on as agreed between them be-
fore the commencenihnt of the
game.
Found At Last.
J. A Harmon. of Lizemore, West
Va., says: "At last I'have found the
perfect pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of others af-
flicted with tropic' liver and chronic
constipation, will say: take Dr.
Kin's New Life Pills." Guaranteed
satisfactory. Price 25c at Cook
Higgins arid Cook's Pharmacy.
You will have your reward when' ah
at last ?you hear the blessed words
from the Master's own lips "In as w
much as ye did it unto one of the
least of these ye did it unto me."
-Mrs. Garland Jones and children.
These will be offered for sale at•
the
Court House Door
in Hopkinsville Ky., on
Saturday, March 16
at 11 o'clock a. m.
ONE BLACK JACK,light points
coming 5 yrs old, 14 hands high
ONE BLACK JACK, light points
coming 2 yrs. old, about l314
hands high.
ONE BROWN JENNET, 10 yrs.
old, jennet colt by her side.Has
proven herself an elecellent
breeder and a good money ma-
ker.
ONE BLACK JENNET, white
Points, 6 yrs. old, black jennet
colt by her side.
ONE BLACK JENNET, white
points, 3 years old.
TERMS OF SALE
On a credit of three months with
approved security, interest from
date, or purchas?rs may pay cash
Pedigrees can be furnished day
of sale. Sold by agreement' of
parties to suit of Seth H. Boyd's





Feb. 1 $ 1.00
March 6  17.00
May 5 . •8.06
May 28 . 14.95
June 7  9.0
June'22  11.15
June 23  18.50
July 13  3.75
July 24  9.50






















































The Bank for the People." Phoenix Bldg
Jas. West, President. IV. 1'. Cooper, Vice Pres.
We have just received a
•• Bunch of the Hawes' Spring Derby,
•








• and will wear as well as any•
• $5 hat on the market••






his note, the next $15
purchased him a rest-
ing place after the
cares and trials of this
life are over and the
last fifty was spent in
various and sundry
ways unaccounted for,
eaving a balance to
his credit on Feb. 1st,
1917, of i,109 88.
If he had not open-
ed the savings account
the probabilities are
that he would still owe
the note, have no cem•
ctery lct or any money
in bank.
We take this opportunity to Iy to
express something of our deep grati 41411.40•41141111•••••••••••••••••••••••
tude to our many friends for their Z' •
thoughtful care, loving interest and
tendersympathy shown to us during • •
•
•
Just Give Us The Word
Teeth
and put them in perfect
without loss of time.
Crown and Bridge Work
is best if some of the teeth are left.
It obviates tde necessity of wearing
a plate. We have given much study
and attention to this class of work,
everyan guarantee satisfaction in
• and c case we undertake.






will help you on
easy in
payments.
It you want to
save money and
be getting inter-
est on it all the
time let us sell
you some stock
as an investment.














Frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
Lo e Angeles. tell.. Mardi 3.--eu his
sermlin the preacher gives 'a apecia!
tnessege of timely and potence' value
en the best equipment of men and wo-
men ;for service, spiritual. mental, and
physk.al. The text is I Kings vi, 35.
• "And he carved thereon cherubims and
palm. trees and opeu flowers and Cov-
ered them with gold fitted mum fhb
earved work."
Mostkpeople. have but little architec-
tural imagination. When a great archi-
tect comes ti them and ,says, "I am
going to build a temple of fame or a
sehoelhouse or a state capitol or a ca-
thedral or a palace. and it is to be so
many feet high and 40 merry feet wide,
and t Is to have a large porch and a
hallway flanked by so many rooms."
he might as well be talking in San-
skrif as far as most people are eon-
rerat.d. Drawings and lines and di-
tuensions mean no more to the aver-
age mind than a wife's description Of
a walking suit which she is planning
for the coming season means to an av-
srage husband.
New, I am frank to say that I for
one could never get an adequete con-
ception of what the old Solowoulc tem-
ple looked like from the plans which
have been drawn for us in the Bible.
hive not an architectural imagina-
tion keen enough to construct this tem-
ple from those figures. Some Bible
students- bare, but I have not. As
soon. as I begin to study those plaits I
get the porches and the outer walls all
mixed up. But when the inspired au-
thor of the Bible comes to me and
shows me one of the doors of the inner
ealictuery anti says, "This door is not
only' made out of fir wood, but it has
beautINI carvings thereon of cherubim
and paint trees and flo*ers in blossom,
and ;all these exquisite cavings are•
overlaid with gold." then I say: "If
one little part of that temple was as
beautiful as that, the whole temple
must surely have been an irideseent
dream of architectural beauty. All the
gorgeous coloriags of the rainbow must
there have bedn feozen in stone. All
the :opalescent splendors of the ever
changing surface of the seas must
there have submerged its columns and
dome and walls and mosaic floors like
a tiaal wave. All the divine chemis-
tries which produced the marvelous
blenilings of an orchid patch must
there have heen exhausted in order to
produce thie., ancient temple, which
rcialteeturall3r has been the marvel of
e ages. Prom the perfection of the
little we "Mn in imagination conceive
of the perfection of the whole. From
the beantiful carvings of two doors of
the 'Inner sanctuary we can catch a
glimpse of what must have been the
Wind entirety of the whole struc-
re; 'And he carved eherehlms and
lin trees and open flowers and coy-
ered them with gold Meted upon the
, earvtel work.'"
If you ride through'rene of the vieg-
yerkis now growing upon the hillsides
where once stood the ancient capitol
ef gantaria and find there the stone
'lolls made 4 iut of most beautifully
carved stones and wonderfully design-
ee Leiters which once adorned the an'
cienf temples, you at once say. 'The
arcteteet who designed those temples
must have been a great lover of the
beautiful." Thus when we read that
the fir tree doors of the inner seuetu-
ary were carved by a master baud into
figures of cherubim and palm trees and
flowers in blossom and all covered with
gold:we have a right to Say that th0
God :stem designed that ancient temple
was 'a God who loved the beautiful.
We sate only to look around us at the
mountains, the valleys, the trees and
the flowers and the glorious sunsets to
be centirmed In that belief. I want
this 'Morning to take a step further.
'The lIod who loves beauty in nature
aed tenuity in architecture loves also
beauty in character. As he directed
Solokion to adorn the temple with
carviks, so he ordains that our char-
aetere shall be adorned. God wishes us
to cceasecrate to his service a beauti-
ful betty, a beautiful mind, a beautiful
soul,' a beautiful temple, a beautiful
shun% service, a beautiful home and a
beauilful store and as far as possible
anakei everything beautiful for his dear
name i "And he carved thereon cheru-
bims ;and palm trees and open flowers
and ciwered then: with gold fitted upon
carved work."
) Temple of the Holy Ghost.
The physical body has been aptly
ealled, "the temple of the holy
Ghost." Therefore, in the first place,
it is incumbent upon us to study how
e can make our personal presence
Just as attractive and winsome as pos-
sible. For his dear name's sake vrt,
should strive to possess as beautiful a
physical body as We can. We should
cover that body with just as neat
clothes as we can afford. We should
make our physical frames an agency
for spiritual prayer. I do not forget
that the word -flesh" in the Pauline
epistles is used again and again as
the symbol of sin, but that is no rea-
son why a man should lothe his body
with filthy linen and ungainly' fitting
garments. No; not that. No man
can worship God as acceptably with
unclean hands and with Unkempt hair
as he can with a neat and cleanly per-
'tonality. We should male. our hands,
our feet, our lips. onr eyeo, our fore-





ilr*Spie. as were the inner doors of L.
sanctuary of the Solomouic temple
which had carved upon them "chera
Idnis :::;11 palm -trees and open flower.
oe flowers ,in blossom. You sheu:
make your physical fornis just as 'ueau
Chi es possible. •
le dearth life, as in society. War.7.
bee its Aalue. The man and woman 4
Kt{ ilietiVe face and manner wet e
teution and exert an hifluence wh:
le dueled et the outset to ugliness 1....
titeeentity. It is said that George V:
licee the most powerful .pereonalLy i
n:1 James L's kingdom, got his start !
life on account of the betritty of I:
physleal personality., .And there a.
many men and women who. have L.
Illeir first 'opening to Christian useee
neSS because they were attractive 1
Personal presence. On the other In.1:.:
there :t re limey men who have Lc
fearfully. handieapped 'in Chrestle.
work beeause they did not use 1.112'
razors enough and kept their shoes t....
blackened and did not have their ii.::•••
clean and beellUSe they were not caA.
ful to keep their skin well washed re.
their hair properly eombed. When
friend once eongratulated Geer,-:,
Whitefield on always being eiena r.::
well dressed the great evangelist :::.
awered: "I consider it as necessary fo
a minister to be clean and tidy wile.
he prepares for his pulpit as It le ft)
4Ipi to kneel down and pray. A min17
ter has no more right to enter a pelpe
with a dirty collar than he has to
there without his Bible." These en.
not Whitetield's exact words, but thve
eubstantially present his meaning.
. Neglectful of AppearanCer.
And yet how many men there an.
who are neglectful , of their persona
appearance. . ' el'Oer. many "iiiees
mothers there are who, though the,
are very particular about the neatneet
of their homes, seem to lose all desist
for neatness and attractiveness in the:r
personal apparel. They were very
careful how they 'dressed before the:
were marrid. When they were eugar-
ed to be married they always had their
hair prettily areauged and donned their
most attractive garments when the:r
future lite:bands called In the evenings.
But now that they ,are married tbee
do not seem to care how* they loek I:
the kitchen or at the breakfast tab!,.
or in the tutting room. And the. gad
fact Is their slovenly habits of life, like
all other evl habits which we allow t )
fasten themselves upon us, grow worse
as they grow, older. Oh, my frien&,
never allow yourselves to lose your
ph7sieni charms! If God commanded
King Solomon to adorn the doors of
the inner sanetuary with cherubim and
palm trees and flower blossoms he
wants us to make our temple of the
Holy plrit just as winsome and at-
le ostraeti as p ssible.
I al\ nys ook upon the human body
as a filvture. I remember some.tinie
all, a 41 time of great domestic sor-
row, I was going down the street of
au eastern city where I was at that
time living. In a store window I saw
the fuoe of Mary Magdalene. It was a
beautiful face. It seemed to come out
of a dark background. The face seem-
ed as though it was looking out of the
cloud of her past life, and with. her
eyes of repentance and love and trust
she was looking up info the 'face of her
Saviour. I • bought The picture and
framed it. It Is one of the most treas-
ured pictures of my home. Whenever
I grow discouraged or the world looks
dark f go and sit before that Ilbautiful
face. "Oh," I say, If I could only
tears to erest my .Saviour aeedid thee
lovely - eingdalener Tim . when ''you
and I go up and down the world we
are watching innumerable faces. We
see them In the street, in the electric
cars, In the homes, Is the ehurches.
When we see these faces—beautiful.
pure,'hobtolfacem— we see faces that are
pointiag us to Christ. Yes, our faces,
our li:oide, our feet, our -clothes, have
a goseel mission. Let us engrave them
with cherubim and palm trees mil
flower Westmont; for . his dear nanie.
Let u- leake them just as beautiful as
we can.
Givs Them it Beautiful Setting.
It is also important to adorn for
Christ our mental equipuleut. We
should sing our thoughts with the
most melodious sounds- We should
paint them in the most beautiful blend-
lug of colors. We should symbolize
them in the, most poetic mineles. We
should chisel them in the most exqui-
site statues. We should preach them
liu the most tender pleadings. In other
words, as the lapidary takes his pre-
cious stones just quarried from the
mines and cuts them tend polishes them
and harmoniously ,arreuges , thew hi
the most beautiful settings, we should
cut and polish and blend our thoughts
as precious jewels for the service of
Jesus Christ. We should develop our
thoughts aesthetically in order that they
may better spiritually serve our Di-
vine Master find King. . We should en-
grave our mental doors \vith cherubim
and palm treeS-and flower blossoms.
Do you suppose that Robert Bunts
would have his hithienee upon Scottish
life unless he had been able to sing his
songs of • love aud .patriotism • with a
sweeter or a more clarion .note than
ever hard had sung before or since la.a
time? Do you. believe Cardinal New-
man's -Kindly Light- would, today be
leading the Christian world through en-
circling gloom unless the \words of that
hymn' were as soft and limpfd us any
ever written by a master of English?
Do you believe the gospel meesages of
a Munkacsy. a Millet a Raphael or a
Da Vinci would he teaching the love
of Jeen 4 Christ as they are doing un-
less eech one of their messnges had
been' paluted .by the hand of a .netstie?
Do you helieve that Bunyan's allegpry
would he read by the itendreds of thou
sands end1 the millions unless. Ie
Christ's parable,:, it was the wondel
of all Lterary erit:er? Do you believe
that a Uttilip l'illliip• :int it l', I'. II!!.-,
feel .1 Tarnins ,llastings :lel 2it In D.
,okes- wenhl love eletrtuel the th am-
sands for C'hrist Unless their ro!ees
.ee
trow sweet aneeng throat's? Led
you suppose that the sermons of Guth-
tliaeuers, Parker, Beecher or Rob-
teesun wouid today be in every min!s-
ter's library unless those sermons, like
Lse or.it.ous of Edmund Durke. were
adorued with chaste and beitatitul lan-
guage? These men were not crude
men. They' teak the precious jewels of
their minds and cut them and polished
them end gave them in service to Jesus
more those mental Jewels
sparkled the more service they, were
abiv pereeeu for their Divine Mae
ter. The very best possibilities you
leree le your mind you should reach
for mil grasp and then harness for
your larg..r developed intelleot in the
Master's work.
Developing Talent*.
"Bv.t," you say, -what does that
menu? Are you asserting that only in-
tellectual geniuses are fitted for gospel
verk? Du you affirm that the illiterate
and uneducated can do but little or no
Coed for the Master?" No. no. I
am tat asserting that. But I am as-
serting that there is at least ,one door
of your intellect like the fir tree doors
of the inner sanctuary of the Solomonic
temple which is capable of the most
wonderful carvings. That one door
leads into a music room, or into a
teacher's room, or into an art gallery,
or into a writer's study. I do not know
what that one talent of your mind is,t
but I know that you have one great
talent. Develop it for Jesus Christ.
Develop it to the very best of your
4,Mrke its sounds the sweet-
est Meke its colors the brightest.
Make its parables the most convincing.
Make its orations the most powerful.
Say, "By the help of God I will take
this talent of-Mitle- else deVelOp It In-
teflectually that I may truly serve my
Master in an aesthetic as well as in a
spiritual way."
When I was a student our honored
theological, professor. Dr. Thomas S.
Hastings. was lecturing to the boys
and giving us a long list of books
which he wanted us to study. These
books. If I remember aright, covered
all the fields or literature, poetic, sci-
entific, historical, as well as Biblical.
He was not only telling us how to
study the Bible by commentaries, but
also how to enrich our sermons by
gathering our illustrations from all
sorrees. You all know what it means
In plain English. If you would serve
,God aright, serve him with the best
developed brain that you can produce.
Go to the best of 'music sehoole • and
train your song" for Christ. Go to the
best of all colleges and train your
brain for Christ Gather for Jesus all
the best products of the scientific as
well as the artistic and the historical
and politichl life. Make yonr Intellect
the fir tree doors of the inner sanc-
tuary carved with cherubim and palm
trees and flowers in blossom. The best
that we have or can have in the intel-
lectual life should all be consecrated
to the Master's service.
If It Is important for•us as individu-
als to develop our intellects along the
lines of the beautiful, how much more
Important is it for us to have homes
every door of which is engraved with
cherubim and palm trees and blossom-
ing Sowers! If it is important t
adorn our own individual lives, ho'
much more important is it by the di-
rect or indirect examples In the home
to adorn those Dreg which are 111-111::
Ouse io us:
A Staggering Thought,
It Is a staggering thought to we thae
4nclividaalle1mw do in4411111$1t4Wka
f die with each one of my children for
meetly twenty years, or tor nearly one-
halt or one-third of their lives. I can
tell them what time they are to go ti
bed and what time they are to get up.
I can tell them what kind of food they
are to eat and what they are not to eat
I can pick out all their clothes and
limit them In the books they are to
study and to read. I can tell them
what pictures they are to look at anti
what they are to do in my house. lu
other words, for fifteen or sixteen
years of my children's lives I can ab-
solutely do as I will in forming their
characters when they are living within
the four walls of my house. Of course
I mean I can do as I please if their
mother agrees. On the other hand. I
sometimes think the wife can do at4
she pleases with the children, whethe,
the husband agrees or no. Now. my
friends, If we as parents have such :.
marvelous influence upon the lives of
our children ,do you not feel that we
should do everything in our :power to
sievelop their minds in an intellectual
way for Jesus Christ? Do you not be-
lieve that every door of our homes
should be engraved with cherubim and
palm trees and flowers in blossom?
To speak literally, do you not be-
lieve we should have flowers in the
home? It does not take much work to
plant a few flowers in your back yard
or even to plant a few geraniums or
petunias in a box of :soil and have
them catch the sunlight as it comes
streaming- through your windows of a
winter's day. Can you not place in
the middle of your dining table a fern-
ery? No child ever yearned to love
flowers, but through flowers it was
easier for him to love Christ. Can you
not hang copies of the old religious
masters upon your walls?' It dees not
cost much to get a copy of Rubel's'
"Descent From the Cross" or "Christ
at the Last Supper" or an "Easter
Resurrection" or a Millet's "Angelus"
or a "Ruth Gleaning After the Reap-
ers." You had better teach your chil-
dren to love good pictures, for, mark
me, if you .do not teach them to love
good pictures when they are amine.:
they may learn to 'love bad picture;
when they are beyond your control.
Can you not buy for your children
some musical instrument, if it is only






of the world's best
some of the beauti-
have come singine
centuries?
to have a beautiful
home iu which our children shall live.
In it not also important to have a beau-
tiful temple and a beautiful church
service with which we shall worship
God aright on the Sabbath day? Shall
not the door of our earthly sanctuaries
be engraved with cherubim and palm
trees and blossoming flowers? Shall
not the songs we sing from the choir
lofts be sung by the most beautiful
voices? Shall not the sermon which is
preached be something more than an
old fashioned camp Meeting exhorta-
tion? Shall not our organs be deep
throated organs and our church win-
dows whenever possible have in stain-
ed glass pictures of Jesus as a good
shepherd caring for a little lamb, or
Jesus as a tired, wornout traveler
talking by the well of Samaria with a
social outcast, or Jesus as an ascending
Lord disappearing among the clouds
while his disciples are prostrate at
his feet? Cannot all these beautiful
sounds anil beautiful symmetries in
glass and stone and the beautiful serv-
ices be a means of spiritual blessing?
Spurgeon's Remark.
You ask, -Does that mean that we
can only have a rich man's church?"
Not at all. I am in uowisse casting a
slur upon the little meeting houses all
over the laud. God blesses a Wesley
preaching in the fields just as much as
he blesses any priest officiating in his
ecclesiastical robes. Indeed, when a
church puts its emphasis upon form
and not upon the consecration of the
human heart that church. Is bound to
be spiritually dead. Pastor Spurgeon
used to say: "As Oliver Cromwell was
about to turn the Members of parlia-
ment out of their chambers he pointed
to tbe mace and said, ̀ Take away that
bauble.' When C.r.hrist shall come, who
will effectually purge the church, hr
will say much the same of many ec-
clesiastical ornaments now held in high
repute. Gowns and altars and ban-
ners and painted windows will all go
at one sweep. Nor will the rhetorical
embellishments and philosophies of
modern pulpits be any more tenderly
dealt with. 'Take away that bauble!'
Swill be the signal for turning many' a
• folly into perpetual contempt."
• But, though that is all true that Mr.
Spurgeon said, we must not apply his
• words too literally. The end of true
spiritual worship is not a liturgy or a
great cathedral or a high priced choir.
We all know that. But we also know
that God never wants a man to lire in
a palace and worship Jesus in a barn.
God directed the fir tree doors of the
inner sanctuary of his Solomonic tem-
ple to be carved with cherubim and
palm trees and blossoming flowers, and
God wants us to build the best temple
to his glory that we can afford. He
wants us to build that temple in the
most conspicuous street. He wants us
to honor him with sweet songs, with a
pure, true, noble worship and with al-
tars as beautiful as we can afford to
make them. ."And he carved thereon
cherublms and palm trees and opeti
flowers and covered them with gold
fitted upon the carved work."
But before I close I want to °alpha
size one other fact. Every one of these
figures which were carved upon the fir
tree doors of that inner sanctuary was
a symbol of everlasting life. Like the
evergreen tree,. its branches are cov-
ered with green all the year round.
The 'cherubim are the symbol of the
great company of the redeemed of
heaven. Of course we know that the
word 4.herublm literally Interpreted
means an order of celestial beings.
But this .word taken as a symbol means
"the Whole :ailiapanY of' the redeemedOf
heaven. The palm tree is and always
has been the symbol of victory by
grace, while. the blossoming flowers
are the symbol of profession or the
public yleidlaw of our will to God's
will, and the gold is the symbol of
the divine being. Thus this gold covers
all. Yes, every figure engraved upon
that door is a symbol of spiritual tri-
umph. Thus, my friends, cannot' we
find all our struggling after the beau-
tiful the symbol of our consecrating all
the beautiful parts of our lives to the
service of the Divine Master, whose
name is not only "Wonderful," but
who is the &erne of all that Is beauti-
ful?
Beautiful Symbols.
Oh, that step by step in these beauti-
ful symbols we can find our consecra-
tion to Jesus! May these Symbols 1*
to us what the "Lectures on Experi-
mental Philosophy and Astronomy amid
Chemistry," by G. Gregory, were. to
Joseph Henry. After Mr. Henry's
death this little book of Mr. Gregory's
was found in Mr. Henry's library with
the following inscription written I,:'
the great Smithsonian upon the te
leaf: "This book, although by no means
a profound work, has, under Provi-
dence, exerted a remarkable influence
upon my life. It accidentally fell into
nay hands when I was about sixteen
_years old and was the first work I ever
read with attention. It opened to me
a new world of thought and enjoy-
ment, invested things before almost
unnoticed with the highest interest.
fixed my mihd on the study of nature
and caused me to resolve at the time
of reading that I would immediately
devote my life to the acquisition of
knowledge." So may it be with us to-
day. May this text have the same in-
fluence upon our lives as the lectures
of a Gregory had upon a Joseph Hen
ry. May we reach out and continue
to reach out in mental and physical de-
velopment.
But as we reach out may these sym-
bols of Solomon's temple teach us that
we are to reach out only for the pur-
pose of consecrating our cherubim and
palm trees and blossoming flowers tft
God's great work and for the salva-
tion of man as well as for our eternll
life. "And he carved thereon cherubire;
and palm tree tt and open flowers an I
covered them with gold fitted upon t7le
carved work." May God bless this
beautiful sermonic theme of this beau-
tiful Sabbath day 'for Christ's honor
and klory.





While Mercury and Potash may mask the disease in the system and
:over up the outward symptoms for awhile, they cannot cure Contagious
Blood Poison; when the treatment is left off, the disease will return worse
than before. Mercury and Potash eat out the delicate lining of the
ate:inch and bowels, produce chronic dyspepsia, cause the teeth to decay,
make spongy, tender gums, affect the bones and nerves, and often cause
Mercurial Rheumatism, the most hopeless form of this disease. Thousands
have taken the mineral treatment faithfully for years to find, when it was
left off, that the disease had only been smouldering in the system, and the
old symptoms of Ulcerated mouth and throat; lall'ing hair, copper-colored
spots, swollen glands, sores and ulcers, etc., would return in all theis
hideousness, and they were no nearer a cure
than when they first commenced the treat-
ment. S. S. S. is the only certain, safe
and reliable treatment for Contagious
Blood Poison. It is the one medicine
that is able to go into the blood and cure
the disease permanently, and without in-
jury to any part of the system. S. S. S..
loes not cover up anything, but so completely removes the poison
that no trace of it is ever seen again. This medicine will also remove
any bad effects left by previous mineral treatment. S. S. S. is made
entirely of roots, herbs and barks; we offer a reward of $1,000 for
proof that it contains a particle of mineral in any form. Write for our
home treatment book, and if you desire special medical advice, our physi-
cians will be glad to furnish it, as well as the book, free of charge.





Time season of the year ivhen peo-• good fenoe, orchard and 1,,nty of
ple want to buy real estate is at hand! water and timber. This is a fine
farm. and located in one of the bestnow and we invite those who want'
to buy or sell to gonsult this column. ! farming sections of the county and
i We have excellent facilities for will be sold on reasonable terms.
' conducting the business and will ad- I An elegant farm of 115 acres of
vertise the property put into our land, on good public road, in one of
hands free of charge, andiwill fur 1 the best neighborhoods in South
nish prospective customers convey-, Christian, convenient to postoffice,
schools and churches, in ahigh statemice to look at property without cost 
to them. Come to see us if you want of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
to sell, it cost you nothing if you and hall, one large tobacco barn.
fail. 1 good stables and cow house, buggy
Good farm of 155 acres, located, house, 2 new cabins, smoke ho use
near Howell, Ky The farm is well hen house, new wire fence, nice
fenced. has house oi 3 rooms, good young orchard, grapes, rasp-berries
tenementihouse of 3 rooms, two large and strawberries, plenty of water.
new tobacco barns, one good stock very desirable, will be sold cheap
barn, new smoke house and other and on easy terms.
•utbuildings and about 20 acres good 400 acres of desirable farming land
timb€ r. Will be sold at a low price in Montgomery county„Tenn. heav-
and on easy terms. i ly timbered, 10 miles from }Liven.
Mill property with 8 or 10 acres of Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
land, 3 dwellings, one store house 1 Valuable store room on Main,
with good trade established, black- I street. One of the best business lo-
smith shop and postoffice with day I
mail. e mill is in a nne ag.ricu - 
cations in the city.
Th Farm of 406 acres of fine land in a
•
tural section with a good local ells- 1 mile of mill, postoffice and church.
tom. Capacity of 60 barrels of flour Splendid house of ten rooms, large
per day. Thoroughly equipped stable, 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
short system roller mill. About 4 tobacco barns, 90 acres tine timber,
mill within four miles. Will sell at good orchard. Perm in good con-
s, bargain. Good reason for selling aition and very productive. Will be:
A fine farm of 200 acres of land i sold at a bargain.
within three miles of Hopkinsville I Good farm of 80 acres on river 3%
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot- miles from Hopkinsville with good
tage house .of five rooms, tobacco 8-room house, good tobacco barn.
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 160 acres 
I Will be sold at a bwrgain if you comebarn, stable, cabin and all necessary
anon. acted for corn, wheat, tobacoo
If desired. Very desirable property ' and grass.
Fifty acres of land with 3,000 
fruit' 100 acres tine timber laud, will cutin wood neighborhood.
trees on it, dwelling and barn. 
300,000 a of white oak, red oakIllick-
A bout 3 miles from town. Will be 
I ory and poplar. Tract has on it one
of the greatest natural curiosities in
One of the most desirable residen- a fine
the state, Pilot Rock, under which issold cheap.
ces on S. Virginia street, corner lot 
quarry of lithographic stone, 
several mineral .4prings. Pilot Rock'
feet front by 268 feet deep. House rises sheer 800 feet with an acre of
ith beautiful shade and fruit trees, grove on lot. Would make a delight-
good cistern, stable and all necessary ful summer resort. 106 acres far
outbuildings. All in excellent re- 'adjoining the above, liinestae land
pair. Price and terms reasonable*
60 acres of fine land 1% miles from
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
spring and barn, fenced and has 20
acres of tim b r. Very desii able
property. e
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles
from Bennettstown, Ky. Good
house 3 rooms, tenant house, good
well, large tobacco6 arn, good frame
stable 28x30 feet, 40 acres in fine tim-
ber, good level land and a desirable
farm convenient to schools and
with good dwelling, 2 barns, stables,
orchard, good water in yard. This
property will l's bold at a bargain
either separately or as a whole.
A farm of 85% acres in a good
neighborhood in Christian county,
near a pike, !good lane, house of I
rooms, barn, stable and outhouse, a,
good orchard, loLi" acres timber.Wil
be sold at a bargain or exchanged
for town property.
A fine term of 400 acres within one
mile of Pembroke en pike 95 acres
churches and on good road. of fine timber. This farm is well
112 acres of land 3 miles front Hop- fenced with hedge. and wire and di-
Ky. On the Cox Mill vided into five shifts, -on each of
which is plenty of "(fever failing wat
er. This is one of the finest farms is
the best farming sections of Ken tuc-
k y, well adapted to corn, wheat, to
bacco and all kinds of glasses.
There is no better stock farm in the
country, improvements first class
and in perfect repair, fine 2-story
frame dwelling with 9 rooms, veran-
da in frbiat and porches in rear, four
frame tenant houses, two large new
tobacco barns, two graineries with
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
1 prge stables, mate houses, tool
houses, carriage and ice house, two
large cisterns, in fact an ideal lapin
with a beautiful lawn of four acres
in front of house. One of the most
desirable farms in tne state, in one
of the best neighborhoods, conven-
ient to school, churches and good
market. • The land in first class con-
dition. Will be sold on easy terms
to suit purchaser.
Farm of 24844 acres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
road, well improved with house 1.%
to a 16 foot alley. This place will be stories, 6 rooms, 8 halls, pantry and
road. This land is good Red Clisv
subsoil, and lies well and is in good
condition, fronts about %mile on
good pike, make a No. 1, small farm
for any purpose.
Fine farm of 4E5 acres at Ht rticlon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared. 115 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land with
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
a bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts.
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
good dwelling 8 rooms, 3 halls,
porches, fine new stable, cost $700,
new barn. 3 cabins, cow house hnd
machine shed, poultry house, smoke
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and cisterns.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
good e hem house and good toba !-
Co barn.
3rd tract. 46 acres of timber M Nr
mile from Herndon.
Nice new Cottage on South Virgii..
ia street. Has six rooms and bath
room, good cistern and stable. Lot
fronts 86 feet and runs back 192 feet
sold on reasonable terms.
The S. T. Fox farm of 612 acres.
situated on the Miller Mill road
about seven miles southire, if op-
kinsville, large two story dwelling
and all necessary farm buildings
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
and 1 tobaceo barn, good orchard of
3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
is well matured and land is in good
p art and undee'gond wire fence.
ear.'
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A Swell Line of White Muslin
and Lace Waists
INew Laces Embroideries, Veils,
Veiling and Dress Trimmings
New Dress Goods, New White Goods, New Muslims, New Laces,
New Ribbons, New "Nouvante" Dress Trimmings.
Among the new things are the Fancy Checks, Plaids, Shadow Checks, Voiles and Batiste and Novelty Suitings,
Our Specialty, B ack Silks Dress Goods and Cloths, all the latest weaves and effects
Ready-to-Wear Department-----Early Showing of Suits
Eton, Jumper, Pony and 3-piece Effects. Also all the latest in skirts. in Black, Blue, Fancies, Brown and white. We invite a 1))k
HONEST PACKING, C (From Wednesday )s Daily)
Dr. J. A. Goodson.. a prominent
young physician of Dixon, Ky., and
Miss Lalla Rookh Rascoe, a lovely
SHALL BE DEMANDED BY DARK Trigg county belle, were married to-
TOBACCO GROWERS. day at high noon at the home of the
bride's father, M. Rascoe at Roar-
ing Spring, le- Trigg county. The
wedding was a quiet affair, being
witnessed only by the invited guests. 
President Atkinson Is Here and Is at
The ceremony was impressively pro-
nounced by Rev. G. F. Goodson,
brother of the groom. After the
ceremony Dr.. and Mrs. Goodson
started for this city where they will
take the 5:18 train for an extended
southern bridal. tour.To the Prizers :—
The object of this is to call your at-
tention to the following instructions
even the genaral inspector by the
executive committee at its last meet-
ing: "'When a hogshead of tobacco
shows damage by reason Of bad
peeking, you snail notify the prizer,
tile salesman and the owner of the
tobacco, have the damage assessed
and collect such damage from the
prieer," Publ'c 
Sale. ,.
Ti that the inspection will
•
I Morris-Boyd.
Jared F. Boyd and Miss Eliza-
beth Morris were married last night
at the home of the bride's father, D.
T. Morris, on Brown street. The
ceremony was pronounced by Rev.
H. D. Smith, of thd Christian
church.
its means
Se thorough, impartial, and will
thiefore. show up the. careless and 1
dishonest packer, it being the eorrt-1
rtiltree's intention that the associa-
tion's reputatiou. for honest packing I
and honest sampling shall be main- ,
tained. It also m 411's:that all had
packingAvill be reported to the :com-
mittee and the grading oc the -prizprs
W211 be based on these reports. In
view of the above I ask you to look
very carefully after your I-lacking, to




Having sold my farm five miles
south of HopkInsville on the Palmy-
ra road, I will Offer for sale on Sat,-
urday, March 16th, beginning at 9
o'clock a. m. The following de-
scribed i roperty: Two good work
mules, one extra saddle and harness
mare, three freshJersey cows and
calves, twenty-three head of fine
Duroc ,hogs, .sewz* and pigs, farining
implements, such as cultivators,disc
plows, mowers, rakes, harrows, corn
drills, wagon; buggy. etc. Alf40 75
barrels of core. Household and
kitchen furniture. Terms nutde I
known day of sale.





John B. Atkinson, of Earlington,
who is president of the Kentucky
Jamestown Exposition Commission,
Is in the city .in the interest of the
movement to have this common-
wealth adequately represented at
the great exposition.
While work is proceeding with the
erection of the state building, the.
Kentucky commission is redoublIng
its efforts to round out a fund for`the
purpose of maintaining the building
and collecting and installing an ex-
hibit of Kentucky's products and re-
sources. The commission has asked
for a total of $40,000, dividing the
sum equitably among the various
counties of the state. A number of
the counties have already pledged
the complete quotas asked of them,
and the canvass is now progressing
rapidly.
Christian eounty's,prorata is 445
ang it Ls greatly desired that; this
amount shall be raised at once.
The. Christian, optinty committee
is:. Mayor.. C. M. Mtachani, chair-
man; James West, George S. Gary,
L. H. Davis, J. B. JLACKSon, W. A.
Wilgus, A. W. Wood, J. B. Walker
W. '1'. Cooper.
Already the committee has Made
••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
a very encouraging start, subscrip-
tions having been made as follows:
Acme Mills & Elevator- Co, $40
Crescent Milling Co. (chairs) $40
Forbes Mfg. Co., (railing) $30
Forbes Mfg. Co., (cash) $25
J. H. Anderson & Co., $25
G. B. Underwood $20.
Climax Milling Co., (swings) $20
John Moyan Co. 4110
Sam and Henry Frankel $10
In addition to this the banks of
the city have made a generous do-
nation under another apportionment
The logs necessary to build one of
the ten cabins in the stockage of
of the fort of Booneborough have
also been pledged, and part of them
already shipped, this work having
been done by Mr. Birch Walker.
The committee is continuing its
Work this afternoon and hopes to
raise the entire amount required of
this county by to morrow at the lat-
















• The present plans upon which the corn- • 1
a epany is placing its lots is this: $75 per •
• lot which includes one share of she pre-
•
• 
(erred stocK of the hotel, par value of
Il $25. As soon as a certain number of lots
are sold this plan will be changed and
lots will be sold but no more stocK will I.
411.940••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a
1
I stay over that long. •
!New Era office and every loyal citi-
zens of Kentucky is cordially invit-
I ed to aid in the movement.
I The site of the Kentucky building
is declared to be the most attractive
on the World's Fair grounds. A
cluster of pine trees, some 500 in
number, will furnish a background
for the fort, and the front of the
stockade will face along Hampton
Roads. From the windows of the
eight cabins, which will compose the
fort, an excellent view can be had of
the great naval pageant, which will
be one of the continuous features of
the exposition.
NO EXTRA PAY
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 6.—
The court of appeals today held that
the county jailers are not entitled to
extra pay for attending to the court
room.
Subscriptions may be left at the MRS. LANDER MARRIESj
I Becomes the Wife of Mr. S. A. Reeves
of Elkton.
(From WednesdaS's Daily)
Mrs. Emma Lander, of this city.
and Mr. S. A. Reeves, a stock dealer
of Elkton, were married Tuesday
night in the parlors of Hotel Win -
low, of Guthrie. the Rev. Mr. Mob-
ley officiating. They will reside in
Suqessful Operation
1Miss Lillian Brashfr underwent an
operation for appendicitis today at.
the home of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. John L. Brasher. on Camp-
bell street.. Her many friends will
be gliid to learn that 4iie stood the
operation well an *hat it was a
complete success.
The latest product of the inventive genious of
the American mind is a Welting Machine to sew
soles on shoes and to maKe them looK just the
same as they did when new. The machine mobiles
the same s itch as the old fashion hand stitch that
grandpa used to have put in his boots that cost $20
a pair The only di tlerence in the Moles put on by
this Welting Machine and by hand is in the price
and the time it taKes to put them on. The soles are
soft and flexible--no stitches inside to hurt your
feet--and the wearing qualities are the best. We
have one of these machines installed on thee
months trial and if tne worK here will justify our
Keeping it we will do so. Just to see how much
worK there is in Hoph'nsville ani if the people
here really want the most up-to-da e service at
saving prices, we will for two weeKs offer the fal-
1 awing prices on I. alf soles:
Men's Best Oa h Soles
Sewed On, at -
Ladies Best OaK Soles
Sewed On, at -
'We have a delivery wagon and an extra bun-
dle boy, and if you'll call Phones 317 Cumberland
or 1205 Home we will send for your shoes and re
turn them to you promptly.
' Yours for better and cheaper service,
